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Golden Threads
When compiling any issue of this paper, patterns start to
develop, often unintended. I like to call these manifestations common threads. In this case, the tapestry appears to
have been woven by readers like yourselves. For starters,
we received a higher than normal volume of letters to the
editor, two with the focus of safety on Fire Island, one in
particular that caught my attention addressed bicycle safety. Where I live in Ocean Beach the debate on bicycles
became pretty intense on social media, as it often does by
August. The following Sunday, Hugh O’Brien submitted
his Saltaire column punctually, and what was his opening
subject? Bicycle safety!
I know there is a habit among some of us when we
pick up the paper to go right to the community column
of our residence, glance at a few articles of interest, and
then skim over everything else. However it is a good idea
to see what’s going on in someone else’s backyard. To the
folks in the Ocean Beach area who were emoting on the
bicycle subject on this island without cars (myself included), perhaps read the Saltaire column and consider the
subject again with fresh eyes.
Every community here is unique, and yet we all
share that common thread that makes us Fire Islanders
– that golden thread if you will. There are many such
golden threads in this issue. Read about the lifeguards
on Fire Island celebrating 25 years of tournaments and
their camaraderie on the beach, a female volleyball
league that chooses Cherry Grove as the headquarters
of their big tournament, as well as the dedicated people
gathering in Ocean Bay Park who participate in the Run
for Rose. Enjoy the coverage of gala dances that celebrate summer held by Fire Island Lighthouse Preservation Society and the Ocean Beach Community Fund, and
of the many art festivals and exhibits that remind us that
Fire Island is a place of beauty, creativity, and of course
those golden threads.
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LETTERS TO T HE E D I T O R >>
Thank You Emma Boskovski for sharing your experience in participating
in the Maggie Fischer Memorial GSB
Cross Bay Swim. (Issue 5, July 20,
2018.) I loved the article! Very cool
that you and your mom swam also.
This was my sixth finish out of seven
attempts to swim that race. That first
mile did seem endless. I was afraid
to ask my wonderful kayaker, Susan
Ludwig, how far I had gotten. Only
thing to do was (as they say in “Finding Nemo”) “just keep swimming!”
After a while, I finally had the
nerve to ask, and then got the encouraging news that I was 3-miles, and an
hour and 55 minutes in. I slowed down
after that, but felt much relieved that I
had made that much progress.
I didn’t have my fastest swim,
but neither was it my slowest by any
means, so I was quite happy.
For me, it’s become a family/friend
reunion, and I couldn’t have done it
without the support of so many – Susan who stepped in to kayak when my
original kayaker was injured, my cousins Audrey and David who got the kayak for me from Mark DeAngeles, who
offered one of his kayaks on loan. And

of course, as always, all the members
of the race crew who make this swim
a success every year! It was a genius
idea to adjust the course to help us get
through that first mile too!
The Fischers take great care of us
swimmers – towels as soon as we arrive on land, T-shirts, ice cream, a generous after party!
Thanks to all who make this event
such a great day every year!
—Diane McManus
• • •
There was an incident at the Saltaire
Festival on Sunday, Aug. 4, where a
stray softball hit a vendor during the
art show. I was surprised that a game so
close to the festival was being played,
where stray balls are commonly hit out
a playing field. Why were these events
going on at the same time? I am deeply
concerned that a vendor was injured,
and feel bad for the other vendors and
residents who might have been put in
harm’s way by this oversight.
Our summers and vacations are
precious. We should look and plan for
ways to always keep our families happy

and safe from the elements and in situations that require thoughtful planning.
It is a shame that an error in judgment in planning an event like this had
to result in injury to a vendor, and likely cause uneasiness among those who
attending this event.
Safety first.
—Molly Bloom
• • •
There is lots of chatter each year about
dangerous bicycle stories. So far this
season I have seen four adults knocked
to the ground while passing by riders who are children under 12 years
of age. I witnessed a 7-year-old boy
make a left turn onto Midway from
Wilmot (where high shrubs block the
view), knock into a woman causing
her to fall. As the kid kept going, his
father had the gall to yell at the woman
telling her to watch where she is going.
Both of them rode away, never even
slowing down to see if she was okay.
Since these children likely attend
camp, why can’t they have a bicycle
safety course for children and counselors (who are also a hazard), with

a couple reminder classes throughout
the season? Why can’t the PARENTS
of these children instruct them to begin with? Posting signs explaining the
rules might also help. The signs could
be artistic, maybe even a contest by all
the local kids. Before I get labeled a
“child hater,” I have children. I taught
them to ride and be careful. As a matter of fact I don’t blame the children at
all since most come from places where
they cannot ride frequently, maybe not
at all until they come to Fire Island. So
bottom line, PARENTS, get smart before someone gets really hurt, because
if your child hurts me while riding I
will not go down quietly! Please enjoy
the remainder of summer SAFELY!
—Patricia Burzo
EDITOR’S NOTE: Our upcoming
Aug. 31 edition will be our last issue
of Fire Island News for the 2018 season. If there has been a letter you have
been meaning to send us, do it now.
Email your letter of 350 words or less
to editor@fireisland-news.com. Letters must be received by Aug. 24, 2018,
to qualify for consideration. Space is
limited, don’t delay. Thank you!

Fire Island News Readership Survey
Fill out the survey and send a
picture of the completed survey to
the Fire Island News via email for
a chance to win!
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The prize for the winner of the
Survey Contest will be a one night
stay for two at the Palms Hotel and a $50
gift card to CJ’s. The Palms Hotel stay will be valid September
3rd-9th, September 15th, 16th, 22nd and 23rd. The prize has no
cash value and will be based on availability.
To be eligible to win the Fire Island News Readership Survey
Contest, you must take a picture of the questionnaire, and
email it to emma@fireisland-news.com. Hard copies will not
be eligible for entry. The winner of the contest will be notified
via email.

1.
2.

How old are you?

a. Less than 18

b. 18-35

c. 36-55

d. Older than 55

Where do you reside? If Fire Island or Long Island, please specify the community in your response.
___________________________________________________________________

3.

Which section of the Fire Island News do you enjoy the most?
___________________________________________________________________

4.

How often do you pick up the paper?
___________________________________________________________________

5.

If you could change anything about the paper, what would it be?
___________________________________________________________________

6.

Have you looked at us online? If so, specify where (Our website, Facebook, or Instagram).
___________________________________________________________________

7.

Agree or disagree…
a. The Fire Island News is a newspaper that is a part of both Fire Island and the South Shore
communities character. a. agree b. disagree
b. I trust the Fire Island News to deliver news that is relative to me. a. agree

8.

b. disagree

On a scale of 1-10…
a. What do you rate the quality of our writing? ________
b. How important is the paper to you? ________

9.

Additional comments ________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________
Your Source for Summer News on the
South Shore
www.fireisland-news.com
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A ROU N D & A B OUT >>

G
 irls of Summer: Under gray ominous skies, the eighth Annual Lez Volley women’s volleyball tournament showed no fear of a few rain drops and rocked the beach! Read all
about it in Emma Boskovski’s coverage on page 36.

O
 ur own Joey Macellaro delivered
the sermon at Free Union Church in
Ocean Beach on Sunday, Aug. 12.
(Photo by Paulette Macellaro)

T here was some serious face painting going on at the Ocean Bay Park
Community Fair. (Photo courtesy of Barbara Gaby Placilla)

T he most delicious Fire Island Lighthouse
ever baked bestrides the Saltaire bay picnic,
just before the inevitable toppling. (Photo by
Catherine O’Brien)

When councilmen are releasing quail you have to share a picture of it. Town of Brookhaven, in partnership with Seatuck Environmental Association, released 30 bobwhite
quail into the wild as part of a natural effort to control the tick population. (Courtesy Town of Brookhaven)
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Art Corner

 hile rain threatened to cancel the Ocean Beach Arts and Crafts Show the weekend of Aug.
W
11, a last minute save brought it inside to the OB Community House instead. We thank Rita
Silver for her resilience. (Photo by Lauren Chenault)

J ose Figueroa presented wit and wild technique in his graffiti/comic strip cartoons of local
events and life in and around town, as Arts Project Cherry Grove held its 70th Annual Art
Show in the historic Community House Theatre the weekend of Aug. 4. (Photo by John Burke)

F IN staff photographer Robert Sherman played art show vendor for a
day, as he too participated in the Ocean Beach Arts and Crafts Show.
(Photo by Lauren Chenault)

S tars & Stripes FI Style: Patriotic wares were sold at the Saltaire Festival Art Show on Aug. 5.
(Photo by Emma Boskovski)

F riends came out in support of Kenny Goodman on opening night of
his exhibition at Ocean Beach Historical Society. Read Danielle Lipiec’s
coverage on page 22. (Photo by Chris Mercogliano)
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INTERVIEW:

Anthony Cerabino,
Wellness Practitioner
By Shoshanna McCollum
It was Anthony Cerabino’s birthday when we sat
down to talk with him. The Bay Shore native has
just turned 57 years old. He has much to celebrate.
As the founder of Healthcare Wellness Center, his
practice on Main Street is flourishing. Acupuncture,
allergy elimination, aromatherapy, herbal medicine,
medical massage, vitamin and mineral therapy, and
Reiki, along with nutritional counseling are among
the services his dedicated staff offers. If you think
this is “new age” medicine with crystals and pyramids, guess again. This is the story of a man who has
established himself on Long Island, and has earned
the respect of his medical peers and patients alike.
Fire Island News (FIN): Can you tell me a little
bit about your training?
I’m not considered a medical doctor, but I do have
a Master of Science in Acupuncture, am board certified, and hold a massage therapy diploma. I studied message therapy at New York College of Holistic
Health Research, from there acupuncture was a natural transition, and I obtained my masters at the New
York College of Health Professions. To maintain my
certification I have to earn a certain number of credits in continuing education every year, and I always
exceed the minimum. I am also a certified NAET
practitioner, which stands for Nambudripad Allergy
Elimination Technique, this reprograms the nervous
system to overcome allergy symptoms.
FIN: How many years have you been in practice?
AC: I’ve been in practice for 24 years on Long
Island, with the past 10 years being located in Bay
Shore. I’m well acquainted with the Long Island
healthcare practice infrastructure. I work with
oncologists, chiropractors, physical therapists, as
well as many other medical specialists in the region.
We are kind of like the bridge between Eastern and
Western medicine, and I like to think we set the
standard. It’s not about the numbers in my practice;
it’s about quality treatment. On average we see only
about 12 patients per therapist, and I have 12 people working for me in my practice – that’s a one to
one ratio – so everyone gets the time and attention
they need.
FIN: What attracted you to this type of healthcare?
AC: Before entering this field, I was a professional studio musician – a jazz percussionist. However
I became frustrated with my career, and went back
to school and fell in love with Chinese medicine. It
too is a creative art. In massage and acupuncture I
still work with my hands, it was a natural progression. I have a passion for it, and have developed
a passion for the administration of this practice as
well – playing my part to integrate it into the medical mainstream. I believe our lives are comprised of
three factors: personal, professional, and planetary –
the planetary being your higher purpose. While the

practice is also my purpose, I consider it my good
fortune to be of service to and help our patients.
FIN: Why did you choose Bay Shore to set up
your practice?
AC: One of the reasons that I came back is I used
to keep two practices – one in Bellport, the other in
Commack. When I decided to make the move, I was
looking for a midpoint between the two locations,
which just so happened to be Bay Shore. It seemed
meant to be. I am a Bay Shore native and know what
the people who live here are all about. I know the psychology and climate of the people. I know the restaurants and the area. Sometimes I prescribe a day at the
beach, or a couple hours at Bayard Cutting Arboretum
to my patients as part of their treatment, and because
I’m from the area I know what I’m talking about.
FIN: I was surprised to see that so many kinds
of mainstream health insurance plans are accepted by your practice. Can you tell me a little more
about that?
AC: We have been in practice well over 20 years,
now. NYSHIP – the healthcare program that insures
the civil service employees in the state of New York,
accepted me as a participating provider two years
ago. Blue Cross/Blue Shield, Empire, Cigna, United Healthcare, Aetna, and Oxford – the good guys
recognize my services as well, so we can accept
them all. There is a demand for our kinds of services,
often made by the employers themselves, because
they know it works and has been proven effective.
I also work regularly with Northwell Health, as well
as Catholic Health Services employees. Ninety-eight
percent of our services right now are insurable. We
still don’t accept Workers Compensation or Medicare – but we are working on that.
FIN: Let’s talk a little about the opioid crisis. We
have become a medicated nation. How does your
practice address that?
AC: I am actually working with New York State
Senator Phil Boyle on an initiative concerning this,
as he is deeply committed to this matter. Everyone
I know has someone close to them who is suffering with this problem. The heroin problem has gotten a lot of national attention, with prescribed pain
medication often being the gateway. Acupuncture
offers pain management and a way to break that
cycle. We follow the National Acupuncture Detoxification (NADA) protocol in treating such patients.
Also there are some people who cannot stomach prescribed pain medication to begin with, and acupuncture gives them choices.
FIN: I have suffered from migraine headaches
since the age of 12. Are you able to help someone
like me?
AC: We treat migraines all the time, often with good

Your Source for Summer News on the South Shore

results. People suffer from conditions in which the
cause was sometimes triggered years ago. Maybe
you were exposed to mold or a chemical decades ago
that disrupted your nervous system, or perhaps your
monthly cycles have never been right – that happens
with women all the time. Sometimes an allergy can
mimic other conditions. So we check your nervous
system to see if we can find and treat the cause, not
just the symptoms.
FIN: Why do you think people suffer from the
afflictions that bring them into your office?
AC: Lack of knowledge, lack of balance, issues
from within. What happens is the perfect storm; they
try everything else and then they come to me. Environmental stress, the water quality on Long Island,
GMOs, and other contamination in our systems. Our
bodies are amazing, and resistant, but sometimes
our protective armor can break down. There are so
many factors involved. We no longer have close-knit
families that support each other, families these days
disperse across the country and isolate themselves.
This can be a factor too.
FIN: How can people live better?
AC: There is that old saying “know thy self.” Slow
down, know what makes you tick, and know what
makes you happy. Live clean, keep it simple, and
move onto a better life. We overextend ourselves. It is
also important to get involved. Join a book club, take
up racquetball, or go to the beach. People are longing
for connection. Right now I am on social media, but
sitting in a room alone, and in our society there is a lot
of that. People longing for attachment, we are social
creatures. If you want to be happy engage yourself
with life. Creativity in your work, that is also huge,
and don’t live a lie – if you have a problem, get help.
FIN: I’ve noticed throughout this interview, that
you never once used phrases like “alternative
healthcare” or “holistic medicine.” Why are they
not in your lexicon?
AC: Because acupuncture is mainstream now. Those
phrases change all the time, and bringing those words
up have become a bit passé. Healthcare is integrated now. Acupuncture is flourishing. I am considered
primary healthcare provider. You don’t need a note
or referral to come and see me.
FIN: Is there anything else you wish to discuss
that my questions have not touched on?
AC: I am the guy who keeps his hair short, with no
earring. In another time, maybe hundreds of years
ago, I might have been that guy with the medicine
bag, long hair to my butt, living among the flames.
But it’s not about me, its’ about getting the word out
there, and helping people. If you are in a crisis, or
need another way to look at things, that’s where we
come in. That’s my motivation, and I’m grateful.
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Tea Dance in Ocean Beach: OBCF Gala 2018
By Joey Macellaro • Photos by Rita Silver
THE OCEAN BEACH COMMUNITY came together once again this year on the evening of Saturday,
Aug. 4, for the Ocean Beach Community Fund’s
annual fundraising gala. A total of 275 attendees
packed the upper and lower decks at Windswept, the
Ocean Beach Youth Group’s building, as the sun set
over the bay. Disc jockey Karin Ward, who typically spins records at upscale events in Palm Beach, the

1

2
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9

Hamptons, and Manhattan, made it hard for supporters to stay in their seats.
“I like to feel the crowd,” said Ward. “I don’t go
into an event with a playlist. Every crowd is different
and I like to get the dance floor moving.” She added that Gina Ragusa of Ocean Beach was her childhood friend and neighbor and helped to arrange her
appearance at the event.
After holding their gala in and around the Community House for nearly 40 years, the Community
Fund’s move to Windswept this year was a welcome
one. As most of the event was outdoors for the first
time, it was called a Sunset Tea Dance.
“The OBCF raised $150,000 toward the restoration of Windswept,” said Community Fund
Co-president Holly Etlin. “When we presented the
check to the mayor last fall, he suggested we should
have the event at Windswept and we all agreed it was
a marvelous idea.” Tables for dining were arranged
on the raised upper deck with the lower deck set up

as a dance floor, first under the setting sun and later
under the stars. Ward’s DJ booth was fully stocked
with vinyl records of many genres.
Dinner was prepared by all the restaurants in
Ocean Beach, each of which donated trays of food
for the buffet. A raw bar served an assortment of
seafood and two fully stocked bars served drinks
to partygoers.
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A silent auction was conducted inside, as well as
a raffle. The raffle winners were Ellen and Hy Portnoy ($1,000), Carin Roth ($1,000), and Francine
Frank ($500). The Fund was thankful to Francine for
generously donating back her winnings.
Etlin and OBCF Co-chairperson Susan Cafuoco
emphasized that the Fund’s current primary initiative
is being called Recreation for All Ages.
“When the ferry terminal is complete later this
year,” said Etlin, “we will have three great spaces
for community programs and events. We are raising money to help equip all those spaces to provide
events and recreation for all.”
The Community House and the restored
three-story Windswept already host a growing number of community programs. The new Ocean Beach
ferry terminal will feature a multi-purpose room at
its north end, which will be ready for use by next
year’s summer season. Cafuoco notes that the Community Fund intends to purchase a number of game

Your Source for Summer News on the South Shore

room items for the multi-purpose room, including
a knock hockey table. The Village of Ocean Beach
plans to hire a recreation director this fall, and the
OBCF hopes to work directly with that person to
outfit all these facilities and plan activities. New
OBCF-sponsored programs already in action this
season are adult game nights and a Teenswept evening recreation program for teens at Windswept.

1. Karin Ward.
2. Dancing on the bottom deck of Windswept.
3. Rita Silver, co-chairman, and Herbie Rivera,
vice president.
4–5. Friends came together for a night of fun.
6. Helene Bergman rocking to Karin’s music.
7. Summer Club in the house.
8. Co-president Holy Etlin and her husband, Andrew.
9. Silent auction items.
10. Susie Cafuoco, co-chairman, and her
husband, Donny.
11. Upper deck of Windswept, drinking, eating
and having fun.
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K I S M ET

by Bradlee White | kismet@fireisland-news.com

Kismet Kapers

1
SATURDAY, AUG. 11, brought 3 a.m. thunder and
lightning, and at 9 a.m. a deluge that let up just after
the freight ferry was unloaded. I swear I saw an Islip
crew dredging the drain by the market weeks ago.
Nevertheless, the big puddle there was back as well
as bigger ones on Burma and East Lighthouse. The
rain stopped but never stopped threatening. The air
was chilly. So what do you do? Go back to sleep?
Go to the beach anyway? Stir up some mimosas? Or,
like my renter neighbors, round up the little kids, don
costumy hats and head out for a walk?

3

2
The last few weeks have been pretty unexciting.
Relentless heat drove hoards to the beach where a
good breeze and gentle water provided welcome
relief or drove them deep into air conditioning wherever it could be found.
The streets were virtually empty between 10
a.m. and 5 p.m., but then
evening brought nature’s
own cooling system,
making Happy Hour and
outdoor dining everywhere a pleasure.
While the children
were mainly off their
scooters, a number of
them ended up taking
part in an alfresco art
studio outside the gate
of “Eyegasm.” Caroline
hung their creations on
4
a makeshift clothesline
as part of an ongoing
contest that will end in a big prize for some budding
artist on Aug. 18. Brooke’s mother, Candi, was
delighted that her daughter was still deeply involved
later in the morning. During the height of creation,
the children even convinced Ashley to stop and take
part. The pictures were later laminated to protect
them from the rain. Several of the girls also got a
lesson in birds, whelks and sea creatures.
Congratulations to the Pine Walk residents who
pulled off another great block party (their fourth) on
July 28. I noticed John A. in deep discussion with
Jeff early in the afternoon. Soon the tents were going
up and a booming sound (Gene McGovern’s miniature cannon) signaled the start of the festivities.
The JHaus band began to play, drawing a growing
crowd. There was lots of delicious food, and happy

people: The Mooneys – Jane, Morgan and Brittany;
“Cartoon Alley’s” Myrna and Joe; the Licaris; the
Chiros; the Marina’s Mike and Dusty; Dana, Midgie,
Caryn Burke and Karen Spollen; and even Caroline
in Home Depot coveralls
with matching chain saw.
Dancing, eating, schmoozing
… these people really know
to have fun.
Jake of Beach and Vine
held one of his private wine
tasting parties last Wednesday
night. Arlene and Sue from
“Cartoon Alley” attended and
loved it so much they actually ended up buying a case
of wine each.
Referring to former
Kismetians, as we say, “They
always come back.” Two
blasts from the past tapped
on my door Thursday. Sheila
Davis spent a lot of time
here, including two winters, but left 20 years ago.
She has kept in touch with friends and was staying
with Jerry and Linda Schneidman. Few people knew
Karen Riley, but few did not know her brother, Rick
Citrola. In addition, we enjoyed seeing annual visitors Steva Rachel Kail and Joann Pepe.

1. Diners Bradlee White, Steva Kail, Robyn Kaplan,
Joann Pepe, Sue Dunn, Arlene Zuefle and
Myrna Ussach.
2. Richn Soskis, Sue Dunn and Mike Kuckel at
Happy Hour.
3. Jeanne and Helene Hellman at Happy Hour.
4. Brooke painting for the childrens art contest.
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Saltaire Village Meeting – August 5
By Emma Boskovski
THE AUGUST Village of Saltaire Board of Trustees
meeting moved rather faster than usual, as there were
less in attendance, and less to discuss.
On its eastern side, the Village of Saltaire has
a natural lagoon that was formed by the western
movement of the Fire Island Inlet, which we know
as Clam Pond. Existing since the 1700s, Clam Pond
has evidently eroded and shrunk in size as it endured
the wrath of storms – most recently Hurricane Sandy.
With all of the other damage from Hurricane Sandy
being prioritized, such as the rebuilding of the Saltaire market, the revival of Clam Pond is out of the
financial control of the village. Discussed was the
engagement Saltaire has made with the Fire Island

total cost. The government is responsible for the
remaining 90 percent that is covered as ongoing
maintenance. It was also mentioned that the FIMP
budget is $1.6 million. A design for the project will
be created once it has been fully funded. The board
agreed in a non-binding agreement for the Village to
participate in the project. The Fire Island National
Seashore met with the regional director of the project, and the board is hopeful that it will begin within
one to two years.
The fight between wood and concrete came
to an end at the last meeting, and Major Zaccaro
announced that Chesterfield was the lowest bidder
and will complete the Lighthouse Promenade walk

We do not anticipate a tax increase to
the homeowners and have not had one in
years. Because of Sandy and all else, we
are very fortunate to have our reserves.
–Mayor John Zaccaro Jr.

to Moriches Inlet (FIMI) project, which includes the
restoration of Clam Pond to its 1954 profile.
“The Army Corps will proceed if the project is
sponsored by local villages,” said Mario Posillico,
administrator and clerk. “We bear that responsibility
as it is in the best interest of the village.”
The Fire Island to Montauk Point (FIMP) project
is one that plans to restore areas from Fire Island all
the way to Montauk – thus involving the Towns of
Islip and Brookhaven, the Village of Babylon, East
Hampton and Southhampton.
“Considering the vast nature of the project, the
village will contribute their share,” said Mayor
John Zaccaro Jr.
The Town of Islip has agreed to be the local sponsor of the project and will contribute 10 percent of the

using the desired material, timber. Chesterfield is the
same company that has completed all of the other
walks in Saltaire. Concerns about the project were
thoroughly discussed between the company and the
board and water main construction should begin
around Sept. 15.
Posillico explained that the vllage asked the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) to
expedite the funding for the project, and it would be
very unusual for them deny it.
It was also discussed that the electric for the
community runs underneath Lighthouse Promenade, as well as the water main. These issues have
been discussed between the board and Chesterfield
as well, as Zaccaro explains, and plans are mindful
of these issues.
The replacement of the water main is a $4.5
million project, and up to 60 percent can be funded by a Clean Water Grant. A motion was entertained to apply for the grant and was described as
a “no brainer” by Posillico, who will be filling out
the application.

The village also recently received a phone call
from the Suffolk County Association (SCA) about
reducing the carbon footprint of Saltaire. Suggestions were made to encourage the community to
reduce water consumption by putting water meters
on each home.
The very brief next order of old business was the
Village Hall update. Bids have been sent out and
should be received by the next meeting for further
discussion, on Sept. 1.
The board swiftly moved on to discuss 14 Bay,
whose current design plans elevate the building
higher off of the ground than the Market. “The building in its current compliance has grown to 100 feet
larger,” said Zaccaro. “A medical facility must have
a private waiting room in compliance with privacy
laws, and many other of the facilities must comply
with other laws.”
Trustee Frank Wolf raised a point that the village must see if they can afford the current design.
They are hoping to get construction documents finished before the next meeting and receive bids back
in October.
Concerns were raised by community members
about using all of the villages reserves and were
made apparent by the numerous financial questions.
“If we did every project on the wish list we
would have a shortfall of about $1 million,” said
Zaccaro. “We do not anticipate a tax increase to
the homeowners and have not had one in years.
Because of Sandy and all else, we are very fortunate to have our reserves.”
104 Pacific Walk is a home donated to the village that would require $300,000 worth of construction to move and preserve the building. The
board has been “in limbo,” as Zaccaro remarked
about the decision, because of contracts, concerns,
and expenditures. The board made it clear that they
will seek financial clarity before a contract is drawn
up, and a verbal agreement is all that has been put
in place. This verbal agreement also is contingent
upon the understanding that the board can pull out
at any time. Many permits are still required to put
the project into motion, such as environmental permits and department of health permits.
“The village has no housing for our fire chief or
the head of arts and crafts,” said Zaccaro. “The home
could be used for their housing. It could also be used
to create a revenue stream by renting it out.”
The bids that came back for the ferry parking
contracts have all been rejected, and a motion was
made by Zaccaro to entertain new bids.
The fire company has requested permission to
use $15,000 of their own budget to have their annual installation dinner. An additional $20,000 was
requested for purchase of an electronic patient care
report (EPCR) system. According to Fire Rescue
Systems, an EPCR system “helps you utilize every
second easily and efficiently by way of touch screen
and intuitive pull down menus.”
As board members and residents alike were eager
to participate in the festivities of the Saltaire Festival, the meeting concluded timely so everyone could
enjoy the day.
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S A LTA IRE

SALTAIRE SUMMERY by Hugh O’Brien | saltaire@fireisland-news.com

Saltaire Safety, Storms, and Soccer Cups
WE’RE GONNA GET STARTED on a serious
note this time because we have your safety in
mind and you’ll listen if we have to beat it into
you. No, really, there’ve been lots of bicycle-related issues this summer that have gotten a little out
of hand, and late in the season though it may be,
it’s never too late to prevent an accident or to be
courteous to others. So, a few bike (and bike-ish)
rules and regs you really should observe.
Do not ride more people on a bike than it’s designed to carry – meaning, no one on the frame,
the fender, the handlebars, the front basket, the
rear basket, anyplace. This is an accident waiting
to happen – in fact, it has happened, several times.
It’s very dangerous. Don’t do it.		
Use a flashlight when riding at night. Be courteous to others and don’t park multiple bikes for
long periods at the dock bike racks. No riding on
the docks. No speeding. Remember that scooters,
skateboards and motorized bicycles are not permitted in Saltaire. Obey Public Safety officers.
If they ask you to dismount your bike, please do
so and don’t yield to the old Saltaire tradition of
jumping back on when you’re half a block away.
(Yeah, like this request will work!)
And one last thing: riding or walking, please
stop and step completely out of the way when
emergency vehicles are coming down the street.
Don’t race us to the corner, keep on going as
though there wasn’t a three-ton truck barreling
toward you, or stand out on the walk assuming
we, or more specifically the rearview mirrors, will
squeeze by you. The walks aren’t that wide, and
meanwhile patients and fires await.
These are common sense rules that exist for
your own safety and that of others. Naturally, people being people – even highly educated,
law-abiding people like the residents of Saltaire
– some few will lightly dismiss such cautions and
believe themselves too skilled, smart, wealthy
or important to have to worry about such things.
That’s okay. We have officers ready to give you
a summons, a ruthless judge eager to administer
rogue justice and, if need be, EMTs in a brand
new ambulance ready to rush you to hospital after
you lose an unsought game of Boardwalk Chicken … provided, of course, we can “rush” past all
those uncooperative pedestrians. So to paraphrase
one president, “Go ahead, make our day.” Or, to
paraphrase another, “No collision!”
Sorry for the hectoring tone, but Hector refused
to say anything so it was left to me, as Trustee for
Public Safety and Receiver of Angry Complaints
and Bops on the Head, to step up and vent about the
matter. All of us have to help with this one.
Now, a re- and pre-cap: We had our annual fireworks gala on the Fourth of August, which must

1

2

3
be independence day somewhere. (I checked – not
quite, but it was Burkina Faso re-naming day, so,
like, close enough.) The post-picnic display featured happy face designs and extra splashy colors
that recreated the harnessed power of an exploding
planetary system, all from the safety of your own
blanket … speaking of which, this year the village
wasn’t blanketed by windborne incendiaries from
the display, which basically looked like someone
had scorched a bunch of empty toilet paper rolls
and tossed them out of a speeding bicycle, another
bike thing you shouldn’t do by the way. Anyway, the
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forecast rains threatened the first part of the Music
& Arts Festival that morning, so with characteristic Saltaire foresight the artisan show and market
lunch were postponed to sunny Sunday while the
rest went on as scheduled, post-deluge Saturday. A
week later, the 20th Perlberger Soccer Cup (initially delayed by yet another downpour) was still being
played amidst the mud’n’blood of the sodden field
as this piece was being sent out for a quick press, so
read the results here in a timely two weeks. Don’t
forget the Jogathon this weekend, Aug. 18-19: registration Saturday from 9 a.m. to noon at the gazebo, races Sunday starting at 9 a.m. Farther afield,
as Labor Day rears its mournful countenance, the
Fire Company’s second pancake breakfast spins off
Sunday, Sept. 2, from 8 a.m. to ‘round about 11. As
I said, foresight is integral to this place.
Just to complain about things over which we
have no control, when that Aug. 4 storm was approaching, the satellite dish went out due to weather-related interference a good 11 hours before the
thing even hit us. There were stars in the sky but
none on TV. Now, I appreciate the myriad entertainment choices rained upon us by the miracle of
beeping ash cans whizzing overhead, but it must be
said that in the era when TVs relied on rabbit ears
we never lost every channel as we do now – especially from a small squall 1,300 miles away. Back
in the primitive ‘70s and ‘80s, when night fell and
the ionosphere closed up, we’d get not only New
York but channels from Philadelphia, Providence,
Hartford, Bridgeport, Springfield, even as far as
Baltimore, Charlotte, Richmond and beyond. Heck,
I got stations located in Jackson (Mississippi), St.
Louis, Des Moines, even a test pattern (remember
those?) from Winnipeg and the six o’clock news
from Montreal, which was just as depressing as the
news in English but sounded much more sophisticated. Now a storm down in Myrtle Beach knocks
out everything except, as luck would have it, Dr.
Ho Relieves Back Pain and channel 5. Progress? Au
contraire, as they say in Montreal. Technology! The
mere threat of rain and the phone goes out, the TV
goes out, the radio goes out, the internet goes out,
and where does that leave us? Guess we’ll have to
go out.

1. An explosive burst of pink (trust us!) entrances
Saltaire and alarms Kismet at the bay fireworks.
2. Vendors and visitors crowd south Broadway
Sunday in the rain-delayed portion of the
Music & Arts Festival.
3. No players were harmed posing for this action shot
on Day One of the 20th Perlberger Soccer Cup.
All Photos By Catherine O’Brien
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AT L A N TIQUE
by Kirsten Corssen | atlantique@fireisland-news.com

The Atlantique Beach House with Sue and Pat
IMAGINE WAKING UP TO THE SOUND of the
ocean, and hearing the seagulls and the sand ruffling as people head to the shoreline. This is precisely what Sue and Pat experience every morning
at their oceanside home in the community of Atlantique. They are not on a boat as a lot of Atlantique
locals spend their summers, but live on a quiet path
right next to the blue ocean.
Back in the 1980s, Sue and Pat knew they had
to have a Fire Island beach home, but they did not
know much about the island yet. They only had seen
communities that you can travel to by ferry. Going
back and forth they agreed that Ocean Beach was
too busy for them. Instead, they put money down on
a beach bungalow in Kismet. The house fell through,
and they did not end up getting it. While disappointed, they kept looking. This is when they discovered Atlantique. In 1989, they bought their home in
Atlantique and quickly realized it was the best decision they ever made.
Oceanfront on a sand path, with 360-degree
views of Fire Island, they
finally had their dream home.
to get them from the ferEmployed as schoolteachers,
ry to the house; they
the purchase was a stretch
have to trek their grocerfor them; saving up monies through the sand once
ey and making wise finana week when they leave
cial decisions was a huge
the island to stock up on
help. This is home to them,
food. They don’t have
where they live all summer,
any restaurants or enterand it was the perfect place
tainment, just the beaufor their daughter to grow up
tiful people, sand dunes
and spend her childhood.
and the beautiful ocean,
Sue and Pat at home in Atlantique.
Sue and Pat are wonderbut that is all they need.
ful, inviting people who truly embody the Fire Island The undeveloped quality of Atlantique helped make
lifestyle – low key and down to earth. The rest of the house purchase within their price range, but they
the Atlantique housing community is the same way. felt that was its best quality.
Their town is unique to the rest of Fire Island because
“After a long day, we say to our neighbors,
it is not developed. They don’t even have walkways ‘Who’s having dinner tonight?’” says Sue. “We all

love spending time together, and we get together
throughout the week.”
The community has been thriving for over a century. Six years ago, when Atlantique celebrated its
centennial, Pat and Sue threw a huge party – but they
also have parties every Memorial Day, Fourth of
July, and Labor Day.
Superstorm Sandy hit this community pretty hard.
Some houses were washed away and destroyed. Sue
actually housed their neighbors throughout the summer after Sandy because their houses were still under
construction.
Since 1988, Sue and Pat have come to every Fire
Island early, and always stayed late. Now they spend
their winters down in Delray Beach – the ultimate
snowbird experience. They plan to keep their house
in the family for generations to come.
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O C EA N BAY PARK
by Barbara Gaby Placilla | oceanbaypark@fireisland-news.com

1
AUGUST IS MARCHING towards Labor Day, and
on the way to that often dreaded date, we’ve been
treated to pods of dolphins, the purple of the vitex
and the return of the Monarch butterflies. There has
been a frenzy of activity as residents, visitors and
business owners try to pack in as much summer as
they can before Labor Day.
We had a three generations weekend when my
niece, Christine Paul, and her husband, Mike, visited
with their two children, Christian and Julia. Christian, who is only 5, and already an avid Yankees fan,
was thrilled when Ralph Buckley invited him to play
softball with the rest of the tribe who gather each
weekend at Newman Field in Seaview. It is both
heartwarming and entertaining to watch the parents
who patiently pitch and catch. Each child gets their
turn at bat until they hit the ball. This is an every
age activity where the teenagers act as base coaches
and help the younger ones run the bases. It’s a great
way to get kids out of the house and away from their
screens for a few hours to enjoy some good, old-fashioned fun. A tip of the cap goes to Ralph Buckley
who was coaching, Chas Kingsley who was catching
and Seaview’s Eddie Aug who was pitching.
The kids’ game on Saturday was a prelude to
the annual Over and Under game that pits OBP and
Seaview players over a certain age against a team
of players under a certain
age. Seaview’s Joel Mandel
provides the shirts each year
and even ran bases with the
kids for a pre-game warm
up. Ava Buckley sang “The
Star-Spangled Banner” and
then it was “play ball!” The
Overs took an early lead and
beat the Unders 11 to 5. This
game is but a tease for the
annual OBP-Seaview Homeowner’s game held every
Labor Day. Each time I pass the Seaview Liquor
Store, and see the trophy sitting comfortably on a bed
of corks, I am reminded that we lost last year. I actually think it looks so much better on its “usual perch”
in the OBP FD fire hall. So let’s see what happens in
a few weeks. It’s reassuring to know that one of our
star players, Joe Tag, has recuperated from his recent

3

knee surgery and will help lead us back to victory!
That same weekend, the Auxiliary hosted their
annual theme cocktail party fundraiser. This year
the theme was an Evening with Frank, homage to
Frank Sinatra. The party is always “dress the theme”
optional and this group never disappoints when it
comes to dressing up. This time Fran Miller topped
her usual creativity when her four housemates came
as the Rat Pack. Robbie Harris was
spotted dressed in what I think was
retro Vegas chic and Pam Birnbaum
and Tom Neal, as usual, looked
dashing in black and white.
The Ocean Bay Park Association
does one fundraiser, the Community Fair, each summer. This year the
Fair was again held at Schooner
Inn on Saturday, Aug. 11. The day
started as a disaster with torrential
downpours as we were setting up
the tents and tables and for a while it looked like it
would be a complete washout. However, it turned
out great because the rain finally stopped before the
first burger hit the grill and as it was not a beach
day, Schooner was filled with people enjoying the
fantastic food, the free face painting, bidding on the
silent auction and having a great time listening to DJ
Tommy. Wendi Schecter’s
“yummy bites” were practically sold before they even
made it to the table! Wendi,
next year make triple the
amount, please! Ellie Mal
ladled out the clam chowder,
which sold out too quickly,
and when the Fair ended, we
had only a few overcooked
hot dogs left!
Once again Joe and Yusi
Gurrera outdid themselves
with the donation of their superb Citarella food items
as did Peter Harris of the Silver Palate. Yusi’s crew
included Fran Lobo, Maureen Palladino, Debby
Schankweiler and Wendi Schecter; Denise Anderson and Tanya Tesa sold Silver Palate products.
The grill masters, Jeff Lewis, Joe Gurrera, Gene
Raicovich, Marty Juvalier and Jim Grashow were in
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fine form and this year had their
own tent to keep them sheltered.
The younger set helped out as
well with Sophia Borges, Ava
Buckley and Taylor Kingsley
scooping out snow cones, a new
addition to the Fair this year.
We’ve already decided that next
year we will get two machines
– one for the kids and the other
for the adults! Ken Klein, the
wine master, once again donated
several cases of his hand-picked
favorites, which were all sold.
Joanne and Paul Brincat sold the 50-50 tickets along with Mary “A” and Bobby Vaskas who
sold the raffle tickets. The 50-50 was won by
Lisa Eschmann’s mother, Laila Skofteland, who
graciously donated back a portion of her $1,175
share of the pot. The two big raffle prizes, the Apple
watch and the smart TV, were won by Bud Kroll
and Sean McNamee.

2

Community service is a way of life in Ocean Bay
Park. Is it because we are so blessed to be able to live
on Fire Island that we feel compelled to give back?
Or is it just good karma to make your community a
wonderful, welcoming place? I think it’s a little bit
of both and I am proud and honored to have worked
with everyone who volunteered to once again continue the tradition of the Community Fair. We could
not have done this without the tireless dedication of
ALL the volunteers, especially Community Manager Bartley Horton, Lisa and Steven Jaffe, the OBPA
board members and Schooner’s Paul Mohring. There
are so many people to mention and thank. The day
was non-stop activity and I apologize that I did not
mention you all. All I can say is you know who you
are and along with my co-chair, Cami Meyer, we
salute you and thank you for all you did. It’s this
willingness to go that extra mile that makes OBP the
best town on Fire Island!
1. O
 ver and Under Baseball Game 2018.
(Photo by Rachelle King)
2. Grill Masters Gene Raicovich, Jim Grashow,
Jeff Lewis and Marty Juvalier.
3. The Rat Pack: Fran Miller, Eileen Murray, Adrienne
Ratuszny and Janice McBride.
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OB Trustees Meeting: 8/11/18
By Anika Lanser
The Superintendent of Public
Works Report projected that the ferry terminal will be operational by
Thanksgiving or Christmas. Upcoming events that Public Works will
be helping to coordinate include the
Sandpiper Run, Movie Night, Dock
Concert, and the Labor Day pancake
breakfast.
The report from the Fire Department noted the impact of high heat on
an increase in calls between this trustee meeting and last. While last meeting the call frequency was 20 percent
behind last year, at the Aug. 11 meeting the number of calls was only 10
percent behind last year. The call volume at the Police Department is also
down, with 42 less calls and 184 less
summons issued than last year. The
department is currently investigating
some rental permits.
The Ocean Beach Lifeguards report
was marked by an influx of people on
the beach due to the heat and a rough

Cartoon by Eric Pederson

THE BEGINNING of the Ocean Beach
Trustees Meeting on Aug. 11, 2018,
was punctuated by a change in location
from the Community House to the second floor of Windswept. This change,
due to the rain that forced the Art Show
inside the Community House, also
marks the beginning of a more permanent change in location of the trustee meetings. Once Ocean Beach Youth
Group is finished for the season in September, the trustee meetings will take
place on the first floor of Windswept.
The Mayor’s Report was brief and
touched, as usual, on the progress of
the capital projects. He highlighted
that 273 tickets were sold for the Tea
Dance and noted the wonderful service
held in the Community House in honor
of longtime Ocean Beach resident and
jazz musician Les Lieber. The board is
finalizing building policies by creating
a standard form to use with all municipal buildings, a project Trustee Hargraves is heading up.

ocean making many days on shift red
flag days. This summer there have been
six full line rescues, which the lifeguards attribute to proactive prevention. There have been 17 pick ups and
one EMS call. One strategy the lifeguards employ is to keep one guard in
the water at all times to communicate
with swimmers about rip tides and other potential dangers. The lifeguards also
hosted two tests that both went smoothly, and the 25th annual Fire Island Lifeguard Tournament. The Ocean Beach
Lifeguards came in third place. A quick
PSA as August continues to heat up:
Bring your reusable water bottles to the
beach and ask to have them refilled at
the lifeguard shack!
There was approval of a proposal
from H2M Architects and Engineers
for removal, transportation, and disposal of liquid sludge from the Sewer Treatment Plant. The board also
approved a resolution to express
Ocean Beach’s opposition to offshore
oil and gas drilling and exploration
activities. The board also authorized
entering into a settlement agreement
with PSEG LI about a lease and past
due taxes. PSEG owes the Village
$81,000 in past taxes, and has entered
into a $14,000 lease starting this year.
The board also accepted an out-of-village water user agreement from Alan
Medvin in Seaview.
The board authorized the emergency purchase of generator equipment
for the Fire Department. The typical low-bid search process has been
suspended because of the emergency
nature of the situation. The new generator will be installed 9 inches higher so
it will be less likely to flood, although
no significant structural changes will
be made.
The Village approved a motion
to reject and re-bid the request for a
Request for Proposal (RFP) for the
Downtown Rehabilitation Committee. Because the goal of the RFP is to
gain information concerning options
and costs and only one bid was submitted, the board opted to reject and
re-list the bid while focusing on better
communication to potential bidders.
After community members raised
concerns about not being able to find
the RFP online despite it being a public document, it will now be posted on
the Village website.
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During the Hearing of the Citizens,
folks present raised a number of concerns ranging from illegal bike riders
and excessive noise to raising awareness of upcoming events and a discussion of the rental law. A member of the
Quality of Life Board flagged noise
downtown as an unresolved issue,
stating that the code as written is not
being enforced. Chief Hesse noted
that complaints about noise are down
this season, but this could potentially
be attributed to residents making less
noise complaints. Mayor James Mallott stated that the board would look
into adding a provision about restaurants and bars keeping their doors and
windows closed after a certain time
into the Village Code.
Residents were also concerned
about violations of the rental code that
stipulates all rentals have to be for a
minimum of seven days and the excessive noise that comes from large rental
groups. Chief Hesse stated that manipulation of the rental permit to rent for
less than seven days or in a way that
exceeds the occupancy of the house is
against the law and is taken as a crime.
Trustee Hargraves noted that she is
working on an escalation of fees that
will help to limit the number of repeat
offenders in terms of excessive noise
from rental groups.
In terms of things to look forward
to from the board, residents can expect
a plan concerning the Bay Beach to
emerge in a few months. While the
design is currently unclear, trustees are
working on getting more information
and soliciting ideas from engineers
but raised the possibility of dredging
the bay to create a deeper swimming
space. Residents urged the board to
look at green infrastructure options as
well, although no mention was made
about the potential environmental
impacts of recreating a bay beach by
dredging the area on an annual basis.
By the next trustee meeting, residents
can expect an update on the legality of
banning smoking on both the bay and
ocean beaches.
The Ocean Beach Association
wanted to highlight their upcoming
events. Join them on the deck of Windswept on Aug. 25, at 6:30 p.m., for a
BYOB happy hour with appetizers.
There will also be a potluck on Sept. 22,
at the Community House.
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O C EA N BEACH AREA
by Joey Macellaro | joe@fireisland-news.com

Faith in Action
HOUSES OF WORSHIP on Fire Island face a unique
set of challenges. Whether or not we live here yearround, for the summer season, or for a few days, we
Fire Islanders can have a tendency to adopt a vacation mentality – one in which attendance at religious
services may be of lesser importance than if we spent
time further from the beach. Additionally, as in the
case of the synagogue and Protestant church serving
the Ocean Beach area,
our houses of worship
must serve the needs of
members from a broad
array of denominations.
The Fire Island Synagogue was founded in Seaview in 1954,
with its current building
opening in 1973. Rabbi
Shaul Magid has led the
synagogue since 1997,
and Basya Schechter, an
accomplished musician
and composer, has served as cantor since 2012.
“We’ve had an unusually full schedule in our
adult education program this year,” said Co-president Ed Schechter, with talks by the rabbi and outside speakers and a musical performance by the Andy
Statman Trio on July 29. A talk by Annette Yoshiko
Reed is scheduled for 10 a.m. this Sunday, Aug. 19,
on her new book, “Jewish Christianity and the History of Judaism.” Services are held on Friday nights at
7 p.m. and Saturday mornings at 10 a.m.
The summer season has been a hot and busy one
this year. The Ocean Beach Community Fund’s annual gala benefit dinner on Aug. 4 was a great success.
(See article on page 11.) The Community Fund hosted its annual Fine Arts and Crafts Show on Saturday
and Sunday, Aug. 11 and 12, with dozens of artists
displaying their original pieces inside the Community House instead of around the village green due
to inclement weather. The event was sponsored this
year by the Palms Hotel, with prizes awarded by a
juried panel. Additionally, the Fund will be hosting
its second outdoor movie night of the season on Friday, Aug. 17, at 8 p.m., with a showing of the 2017
film “The Greatest Showman,” inspired by the story of P. T. Barnum. The event is free of charge, but
attendees are encouraged to bring chairs and water
bottles. Popcorn will be served and a 50/50 raffle will
be conducted.
The Community Fund will be hosting a poetry
reading at the Free Union Church on Saturday, Aug.
18, at 8 p.m. All are welcome to attend and participate. The Fund will be presenting musical entertainment from the band NOIZ on the same evening, at
7:30 and 9:30 p.m., on the dock, sponsored by the
Ocean Beach Fishing Club.
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Speaking of the Fishing Club: Their annual children’s catch-and-release fishing contest will be
held – rain or shine – on Saturday, Sept. 1, from
9 a.m. to noon, on the west dock near Maguire’s.
An entrance fee of $25 covers membership in the
club, a rod, bait, a T-shirt, and refreshments. Participants will be grouped into junior (ages 8 or younger)
and senior (ages 9-14) groups. For more information and to register,
call Woody Salvin
at 917-699-8916 or
email obfc@aol.com.
The Fire Island
School is celebrating its centennial this
year, and a display of
memorabilia related
to its history will be
shown at the Community House, from
Aug. 25-31. A reception will be held at
the Ocean Beach Historical Society to commemorate the milestone at 11 a.m. on Sunday, Aug. 26,
with light refreshments.
Aug. 25 will be a busy summer Saturday on the
beach. The annual Sandpiper Run will be held on
the beach at Cottage Walk starting at 1 p.m. Four
age categories – 4-5, 6-8, 9-11, and 12-14 – will
be divided between girls
and boys, with participation limited to the first
130 entrants. A medal and
T-shirt will be provided to
all, with awards given for
first- through third-place
winners. The first prize
in each category will be a
sterling silver piece from
local artist Kenny Goodman. Applicants may remit
the $15 entrance fee at the
village office.
On the evening of the
Aug. 25, the Ocean Beach
Association will be hosting a bring your own beverage happy hour on the deck at the Ocean Beach
Youth Group’s Windswept building on the bay,
from 6:30-8:30 p.m. Soft drinks and appetizers
will be provided. The Free Union Church at Ocean
Breeze and Midway will be hosting a reprisal of its
slide show on the history of Ocean Beach and the
church at 7 p.m. This year’s show includes many
new slides from the collection of Stone Roberts of
Seaview, whose father, the Rev. Gordon Link Roberts, served as a seasonal minister at the church
beginning in 1952.

3
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A fashion show hosted by Erin Colton of News
12 Long Island was held at The Landing on Aug. 9.
“Our goal was to bring a fun event to the beach that
you don’t normally see,” said The Landing owner
Jon Randazzo. Clothing for the show was contributed by retailers throughout Ocean Beach, with proceeds benefitting the Ocean Beach Fire Department
and Police Department. Jon credits staffers Amy
Dlouhy and Lisa Livote with the show’s success.
The Ocean Beach Youth Group is offering a new
program for children between the ages of 12-16, on
Monday and Wednesday evenings, from 7-9 p.m.
Teenswept features themed events, some including
video game tournaments, and is free of charge and
open to all. Registration is not required.
For those who wish to honor the memory of longtime Ocean Beach resident Les Lieber, the Jazz
Foundation of America has
established a fund in his name
to benefit up-and-coming jazz
musicians. Donations may be
sent to the Foundation at 322
West 48th St., 6th Floor, New
York, NY 10036, in care of the
Les Lieber Fund.
There will also be a memorial for our friend and neighbor, David Appelson, on
Saturday, Aug. 25, at his home
in Ocean Beach, from noon to
3 p.m.
Let’s spend these next two
and a half weeks making the
most of our remaining time on the beach together. I
value you, my faithful readers, and hope to talk soon.

1. S ummer fun at the OBCF gala on Aug. 4.
(Courtesy of Rita Silver)
2. The Rev. Cari Pattison of the Reformed Church of
Bronxville, New York, presided over services at the
Free Union Church on July 29.
3. Ian Levine and friends at the fashion show at The
Landing on Aug. 9. (Courtesy of Maria Silsdorf)
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C HERRY GROVE
ROSE’S VIEW by Robert Levine

Tradition!
THAT’S THE WAY it is in Cherry Grove. Year
after year we have the “traditional” summer season.
First with the Flea Market, our Homecoming Queen
election, the PAWS benefit, Pride Parade, Invasion
… then before you know it we are at the End of
Season Ball. But let’s first talk about volleyball.
Known as the Cherry Bowl, the Grovettes versus the Copettes game is always the first Wednesday in August, which this year was Aug. 1. The
ferries arrived with throngs of people ready to
spend the day in Cherry Grove. The Suffolk County
Police Department, supporting their Copettes team,
arrived with many friends. The noontime parade
includes a 40-piece marching band that, of course,
includes bagpipers, all of them dressed in their best
authentic Scottish kilts and berets. Soon the game
was on, played on the field in town between the
ocean and the bay.
The Grovettes held onto their title from last year,
winning 25-17. Team Captain Sue Panzer coached
her team with skill. Mark Atton, who founded the
game in 1980, is still playing strong. Monika, Denise,
Jim, Ed, Sam, Tara, Colleen, Marc, Paul, Andy, and
Franko all did us proud. Doreen was a wonderful referee. Then of course there were the glamorous Grove
Cheerleaders Holly Day, Porsche, and the girls.
Afterward both teams went to the Ice Palace to
celebrate. The Ice Palace, along with Pride Embroidery, sponsors this great
event. The weather was
perfect and the pool was
overflowing with people having fun. Porsche
gave a knockout singing performance. It was
another big day in Cherry Grove. Only days later Sue Panzer did it all
again leading Cherry’s
to victory at the Lez Volleyball Tournament on
Saturday, Aug. 10. (See
the paper’s full coverage of this event on page
36 of this paper.)
The Cherry Grove
Art Show was another success. Sponsored
by the Arts Project,
and organized by Dennis McConke, 20 local
artists participated in
the exhibit at the Community House over the
weekend of Aug. 4. A
raffle was drawn at the
closing hour. I was one

4

5

1

2

3
of six who had a lucky number, winning a photograph
from Diane Quero!
A happy birthday to Matthew George, Michael
Moran, George McGarvey, and Todd “Mary” McMullen – all who celebrate in August. Michael Goddard
and Shane Hoffman had Shane’s brother, Spencer,
and Spencer’s girlfriend, Sarah Davidson, as their
houseguests from Brooklyn. William Loschert and
George Maher spent three weeks in Cherry Grove as
they have in the past. They live in London, where I
enjoyed dinner with them last winter. They had Bernward Mertens as their guest from Cologne, Germany.
Jack Quinn and Curtis Strohl are on a 10-day Atlantis cruise from Rome, making stops throughout Italy,
and then Greece.
Diane Romano and Patricia Goff just returned
from visiting family in Plattsburg, New York. Welcome once again Glen Dooley who was visiting family in Nottingham, England. Kate Keen had her sister,
Lori Keen, from Chicago, as a guest for five days. We
too had guests at “Roseland”: Mitch Winehouse from
London, Robin Schwietzer from New York City, and
Mark Watson from New Jersey.
I was at a piano bar with Dan Daley when I met
two interesting people. Kevin Tuerff’s story about
9/11 planes diverting from Europe to Gander, Newfoundland, has been written. His character is Kevin
in Broadway’s “Come From Away,” played by Chad
Kimble. He recently wrote a book, “Channel of Peace:
Stranded in Gander on 9/11.” He was with Brandon
Davidson, and it was their first time in Cherry Grove.
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The Concerned Women Of The Grove (CWOG)
held their breast cancer benefit, with an overwhelming turnout on a beautiful hot Saturday afternoon.
Congratulations to Angela Smith, Angela Ruggiero, Jennie Mandelino, Paulette Manos, Sue Panzer, Joanne Orfanos, and Stella Bruzzese for putting
this event together. Donna Piranha was the MC who
rocked the house. A wonderful selection of items
were donated to the auction by many people and by
many high-end firms, including theatre tickets and
great restaurants both in the Grove and in New York
City. This event had a tremendous response, raising
over $40,000. Proceeds go to the Stony Brook Cancer Center, and Gilda’s Club.
PAWS had its annual Animal Blessing at the
Community House. Always a great event organized
by Valerie Perez; Pastor Ray Bagnuolo officiated.
Fire Island Artists Residency (FIAR) had its
annual gathering of artists from various parts of the
world for two weeks. Photographer Ryan McGinley, who has produced 20 books of photos, has
exhibited at the Whitney Museum, and has traveled
through the U.S. This program continues to thrive
and grow.
We lost another old-time member of the Grove.
Ray Mann sold his house in the Grove 10 years ago.
He lived in New York before moving to Birmingham,
Michigan, where he recently died. Ray was the partner of radio announcer the late Alan Prescott, who
was one of the early performers in the Arts Project
shows. They lived in the Grove since the late ‘40s.
Upcoming Events:
Aug. 19, 7 p.m. Bobby Michel from the Pines
will call Bingo, at the Community House. The theme
is Fairy Tales. He is giving away coffee table books
as prizes.
Aug. 23, 9 p.m. Shirley Ritenour will appear
at Cabaret Thursday at the Community House, in
“When She Loved Me.”
Sept. 8. Joe Anania is rehearsing with his cast,
Michael Cleeff, Barbara Grecki, and Brooke Davis,
for “An Evening of Romance and Discovery,” at
the Community House, in which two one-act plays,
“The Bear” by Anton Chekhov and “Penguin Blues”
by Ethan Phillipe, will be presented.

1. Brandon Divison, Gloria Ben Hazi, Kevin Tuerff, and
Carol Reed.
2. Grovettes v. Coppettes.
3. Glamorous Grove Cheerleaders!
4. Judy Gold after her APCG performance at the
Community House.
5. Pretty in Pink: Donna Piranha at CWOG.
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F I R E IS LAND PINES
ROSE’S VIEW by Robert Levine

Pines Power
CONGRATULATIONS to Barbara Sahlman who
became a great-grandmother four weeks ago. Her
granddaughter, Laura, had a baby girl, Evelyn. Barbara has four children, 12 grandchildren and now one
great-grandchild. She and her late husband, Ira, were
true Fire Islanders. They originally lived in Seaview,
then moved to Water Island and then found the magic of the Pines in the late ‘60s. Their children grew up
in the Pines. Ira and Barbara were among the movers and shakers of the Pines, attending all the fundraisers, shows, and
parties. In the ‘50s
we had many families
living in the Pines.
The La Fountaines,
Ted and Doris Taussig, and the Boss family were among many
others. In the ‘60s
more families arrived:
The Muellers, Sylvan
and Lillian Cole, and
the Lichtensteins to
name a few. More arrived in the ‘80s and ‘90s, up
to the present day: Peter and Ariadne Villarreal, Larry and Karen Nicosia, The Rosens, Laura and Mike
Hartstein, and Jodi and David Mahler.
In the early days there were always families in
the Pines, but there has always been an undertone
of gay people as well. The atmosphere, our natural harbor, the beautiful architecture, and of course
the excitement of celebrities spending weekends or
passing through gave the Pines a definite aura that
no other community on Fire Island has ever had.

1

Kipness, and Stuart Ostrow bought houses.
Designers like Michael Kors, Marc Jacobs,
Geoffrey Beene, and Perry Ellis were among
the fashion elite. Through the years Carol
Channing, Betty Grable, Colleen Dewhurst,
Tennessee Williams, Truman Capote, Rock
Hudson, Cher, Joan Rivers, Madonna, and
Bette Midler were among the glamorous
people who visited the Pines. Some celebrities would arrive for a day trip to enjoy
tea dance, others to
sneak away from the
world.
GMHC,
God’s
Love We Deliver,
SAGE, and Lambda were among the
causes we have collectively
championed. Fire Island
Pines also became
powerful as politicians made stops
here for their political fundraisers, and we used
this opportunity to advocate for the LBGTQ cause,
shoreline protection, and life as we know it on Fire
Island itself. Bella Abzug, Howard Dean, Kirsten
Gillibrand, Chuck Schumer, Neil Foley, Ginny
Fields, Rick Lazio, and Steve Levy are among those
names – as people on the local and national level
knew the Pines was
an important campaign stop to make.
We have become
a major player in all
of our endeavors. In
a post-war boom up
to present day the
Pines has become
world famous as
a gay community,
but we are indeed a
blended community in which straight
and gay couples live side by side, and we are the
better for it.
The second Annual Go Native! plant tour was
held on Saturday, Aug. 4. PJ McAteer generously
donated the space where Ranger Kaetlyn Jackson
gave a talk about the ocean to bay ecology. Other
speakers were Jordan Rafael and Steve Nemecek.
The rain stopped just in time for the group to tour
the sights from the Harbor to Oak Walk. Then on
to the ocean we went to explore the swale. We all
met at the Turtle Pond and the tour ended at the
Carrington Estate. Everyone was thrilled with the
information.

3

4

2
Many others have worked hard to develop this
community. Alan Brockman was the president of
FIPPOA for 27 years. He set many standards that
are relevant today. Many have taken on jobs and
positions in the Pines to continue the tradition.
In the ‘70s and ‘80s many fashionable trends
began in the Pines like tea dance with celebrity
DJs. There were preppy boys wearing polo shirts.
Houses got bigger with pools built on the property.
Celebrities like Tommy Tune, Jerry Herman, Robin Byrd, James Baldwin, and Paul Rudnick were
here; Broadway producers Morty Gottlieb, Joseph
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Upcoming Events:
Aug. 25, from 3-6 p.m. Callen-Lorde is having
its SPLASH Pool Party in the Pines. Music by DJ
Frankie Sharp and performance by Kink Haus. Go
to callen-lorde.org/splash or call 212-271-7263 for
ticket information.
Aug. 31, 8 p.m., Sept. 1 and 2, 6 p.m. Joe Barros
is back in the Pines to direct and
choreograph his fifth show, “The
Rocky Horror Picture Show,” at
Whyte Hall. He choreographed
“Guys and Dolls,” “Hello Dolly,” and directed “Falsettos.”
In the fall he will direct a new
musical coming to Broadway,
“The Evolution of Mann,” written by Daniel Cohen and Don
Elish. It will star Max Crumm
and Allie Trimm.
Sept. 2, from 11 a.m.-2 p.m.
The second annual PCS Brunch
will be held at Whyte Hall. Henry Mueller and Russell Saray are both being honored. Catering by Billy
Carroll and a silent auction will be held. Visit pinesconservationsociety.org for more information.
1. Pines ladies in the Grove: Rosemary Caluccio and
Genevieve Leahy at the CWOG fundraiser.
2. Got Prime? Kent and Dillon making package delivery
rounds in the Pines.
3. Joe Barros is back in the Pines to direct “The Rocky
Horror Picture Show” at Whyte Hall.
4. Steve Nemecek leading the Go Native! plant tour.
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Kenny Goodman: 50 Years of Art on Fire Island
By Danielle Lipiec
FIRE ISLAND CELEBRATED a half-century of art
from staple community member Kenny Goodman,
at an exhibition of his work on Saturday, Aug. 11.
Attendees gathered at the Ocean Beach Historical
Society – many clad in their own Kenny’s – to enjoy
food, wine, and camaraderie among a display of
Goodman’s iconic sculptures, jewelry, and carvings.
Goodman began his life on Fire Island 50 years
ago, when he and his friends rented a house in Fair
Harbor despite his passionate aversion to all things
sand and sun. While his friends hit the beach, he
found solace in a piece of wood, which he whittled
away at to pass time. From this came the first of many
of the trademark designs that every local knows as a
“Kenny,” and his jewelry has remained popular on
Fire Island as locals, renters and day-trippers alike
continue to rave about and collect his pieces.
Since that week with his friends, Kenny would in
time migrate his headquarters to Ocean Beach, where
he set up his shop studio. Goodman has evolved
from his most primal materials of dental tools and
crayons, to items of silver and fine wood. His work
ranges from jewelry, to knives and canes, to intricate wooden sculptures – all diligently crafted in the
same style he adopted years ago.
“My work all looks similar because this is what I
know how to do,” said Goodman. “What you know is
easy and what you don’t know is hard. What you learn
becomes easy, and what you forget becomes hard.”
While Goodman makes a multitude of designs
ranging from flowers, to marine life, to surfboards

and more, his most identifiable may be his totem-like
faces – which is the design he began with.
“I am very happy making my bearded men. The
reason they have beards is because I am no good at
lips, so I stick a mustache over where they should be.”
Goodman’s exhibition at the Ocean Beach Historical Society showcased not only the various
angles of his creations, but how his work has impacted the Fire Island community. He welcomed each
and every friend, family member and fan with equally open arms, as attendees greeted him with praise
and gratitude, which he returned in a speech.
“You have all given me the opportunity to be
who I wanted to be,” he said. “You were looking for
someone to like, and I was looking for someone to
like me.”
Over his many years crafting designs unique to
the aesthetic of Fire Island, Goodman’s silverwork
has become less of simply a piece of jewelry, and
more of an island souvenir, as well as a piece of
its history. Despite Fire Islanders growing fonder
and fonder of Goodman and his designs over his 50
years on the island, he himself has not grown any
fonder of the sun and sand. “What brought me out
here, really, was you could be barefoot,” he said. “I
don’t like the beach, I don’t like the sun, but I like
this way of life.”
Goodman’s work will be on display at the
Ocean Beach Historical Society through Labor
Day, Thursday-Monday, from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. and
7 to 10 p.m.

Laura, Linna, Kenny, Chris, and Herbie gather together at
Ocean Beach Historical Society. Photos are courtesy of
Christopher Mercogliano.

Michelle Gross and Iris Leviten enjoy the opening reception
of Kenny Goodman’s Exhibit.

Atrial Fibrillation: Listen To Your Heart
By Jason Chinitz, MD
IF YOU FEEL TIRED all the time,
have heart palpitations, or chest
pain it may not be the natural ebb
and flow of an aging body. They
could be the warning signs of a serious but treatable heart condition.
Atrial fibrillation is a heart
issue marked by an irregular heartbeat. This type of heart arrhythmia
involves the chambers of the heart
not pumping correctly, which limits blood circulation. Some other
symptoms of this disease include
lightheadedness and shortness
of breath.
This might sound scary, but there
have been many advancements in
treating irregular heartbeats. In fact,
cardiologists at Southside Hospital
in Bay Shore have several treatment
options available. Advancements in
minimally invasive catheter ablation is being pioneered at Southside Hospital, which have made
elimination of this arrhythmia possible for most patients, with safer

outcomes and greater success rates
than ever before.
For some patients with atrial
fibrillation, implantation of a pacemaker plays an important role. Leadless Pacemakers have now been
developed that are implanted completely inside the heart, avoiding
incisions and device implantation
under the skin, and thereby eliminating any reminder to the patient
that they even have a pacemaker
at all. The Micra TPS is about one
tenth the size of the average pacemaker but provides similar results.
Another benefit of this device is that

it does not have wire leads
going into the heart, which
can sometimes lead to infections. Southside is the first
hospital in Suffolk County to
use this device for patients
with atrial fibrillation, and
one of the leading hospitals
nationwide in the successful
use of these miniature leadless pacemakers.
People with atrial fibrillation also
have a heightened risk of stroke.
Blood thinners are often indicated,
but are frequently not tolerated due
to bleeding side effects. One new
option instead of blood thinners
to help prevent a stroke for these
patients is the Watchman device.
This device is implanted without
any skin incision to close off a small
sack of tissue that comes off of the
heart to ensure that blood clots
don’t form there. This was another
first in Suffolk County for Southside
Hospital, which continues to be a

national leader in this important
new option for patients.
A cardiologist or electrophysiologist can diagnose heart rhythm
issues by considering your history along with a thorough physical
exam and an electrocardiogram.
Southside Hospital began performing open heart surgeries in 2011,
and has successfully completed
more than 3,000 procedures since.
It’s a member of Northwell Health,
which is the only full-service heart
transplant program that serves Long
Island, Queens, Brooklyn and Staten Island, and provides the complete continuum of care without
having to venture far from home.
Listen to your heart and seek help if
there’s a question.
Dr. Jason Chinitz, MD, is director of
cardiac electrophysiology, Southside Heart and Lung at Southside
Hospital. For more information, visit northwell.edu/southsideheart.

ORDINARY PEOPLE

EXTRAORDINARY FEATS!

“Unequivocally
thrilling.”

JOIN THE CIRCUS! 14 WEEKS ONLY!
TICKETS NOW ON SALE

LINCOLN CENTER

DAMROSCH PARK, NY

OCTOBER 20, 2018 - JANUARY 27, 2019
BIGAPPLECIRCUS.COM
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Fire Island Lighthouse Barefoot Black Tie 2018:
One Step at a Time
By Lorna Luniewski • Photos by Sean Fitzthum
RAIN DID NOT DAMPEN SPIRITS at the 32nd
annual Barefoot Black Tie Dinner Benefit held on
the terrace of the Fire Island Lighthouse, on Aug. 11.
More than 300 guests enjoyed a catered dinner, open
bar, silent auction and dancing to the music of local
favorite Tradewinds.
Major donors included Bethpage Federal Credit Union, Great South Bay Brewery, Charles Entenmann, The Kismet Inn, John Bosch Bus Company,

Manhattan Beer Distributor and the Peoples United
Bank. The silent auction featured items donated from
68 businesses and individuals.
Fire Island Lighthouse Preservation Society
(FILPS) relies on fundraising events like this, as well
as school groups, weddings, photo shoots, the gift
shop, Tower tours, etc., to preserve and maintain the
historic structure. As the Lighthouse celebrates its
160th birthday on Nov. 11, 2018, a new fundraising

campaign is underway: Preserve the Lighthouse –
One Step at a Time. FILPS is restoring each of the
cast iron steps to help preserve the Fire Island Lighthouse for another 160 years. A $750 donation will
restore one step, and donor names will be inscribed
on a commemorative plaque.
The Fire Island Lighthouse Preservation Society
thanks all who attended the dinner for their continued support of this event over all the years.

Lady Lighthouse looking lovely.

Lovely ladies getting their groove on.

Dave Griese and FILPS friends make it happen.

Top Brass on break.

Silent auction in the Keeper’s Quarters.

Tradewinds rockin’ the place.
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FRESH
IDEAS
NOTHING
CANNED
www.fatcatgraphics.com

Botox
Vein Treatment
Dermal Fillers
Microneedling
Kybella
PDO Threadliis
PRP Facials & Hair Loss
Chemical Peels
Laser Hair Removal Laser Skin Rejuvenation
85B E Main St Bay Shore, NY 631-665-3555
amavimedspa.com Free Parking In Back
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REAL ESTATE LISTINGS
Del Mar Ranch at Admiralty - $495,000
Exclusive Del Mar Ranch located in Bay Front Gated Admiralty Community. Large entry foyer welcomes you to oversized living room with fireplace. Southern exposed kitchen with breakfast nook,
large 2 Bedrooms, den/office, extended master bedroom suite with private bath, hardwood floors,
updated mechanicals, 1 car garage with overhead storage, private patio, luxurious park-like waterfront community with clubhouse, gym, pool and marina. Contact Helen Thompson at Sunset 3
Realty, 631-666-2110.

Huge & Winterized in Fair Harbor - $795,000
Priced to sell, 1,380 winterized sq ft, sunny
open floor plan, 4 large bedrooms w/huge
closets. Newer- hardy board, roof, windows,
kitchen, baths, 200 amp electric. Privacy
fencing, 1,100 sq ft decks. Open kitchen/
living/dining room
w/sofa & table
seating 8. Possible
accessory studio.
For more
Information call
Amanda Fabian
516-780-3258

Fire Island Solitude 1.4 Million
This unique home boarders Seaview and
is comprised of 5 lots (takes 2 to build) on
the quiet end of town. The home is well
maintained and consists of 2,400 sq. ft. with
three oversized bedrooms and two baths.
The property has beautiful gardens, a Koi
Pond, stream and
waterfall. Finally,
cedar decks and
a Jacuzzi brand
hot tub make this
a property that
can’t be missed.
Contact Brian at
www.fihomes.net
631-463-9686

Councourse West, Brightwaters - $675,000
Beauty, Boats, & Bay Breezes Abound In This
Stunning Ackerson Colonial. Uplifting Front
Porch, Livingroom W/Fpl, Fdr, Large Screened
Porch, Eik, 5 Bdrms, 2 Fbath, Igs, Full House
Generator, Lucious Manicured Grounds &
Garden. Ig Heated
Gunite Pool with
Waterfall, Tons Of
Storage! Contact
Megan Concannon
at Meg Smith
and Associates
631-255-3878

Classic Island Living 790K
In one of the best locations in Ocean Beach,
this 4 BD/1 BTH home is very close to the
beach and is in pristine condition. The home
has a brand new kitchen, Andersen hurricane
windows, and a 50 year roof. A new patio,
retaining walls, and walkways with an irrigation
system for the gardens rounds out this
exceptional
home. Contact
Brian at
Fire Island
Homes www.
fihomes.net
631-463-9686

Seaview Sanctuary 975K
If you have ever longed for a home in Seaview
that is close enough to Ocean Beach but
far enough away, this is the home for you.
This 4 BD/ 2 BTH home is decorated in a
Southwestern motif and has a massive deck on
an oversized lot. Air Conditioning throughout
with mini split
units in all the
bedrooms.
Come see
what Seaview
has to offer.
Contact Brian
at Fire Island
Homes www.
fihomes.net
631-463-9686

VACATION WHILE EARNING INCOME
Ocean Beach – 1.495 Million

Awixa Avenue, Bay Shore - $1,100,000
Traditional elegance describes this 11 room,
5 bedroom, 2.5 full bath home in Awixa
Estates. Top of the line kitchen w/ Viking
appliances flowing into tremendous great
room- perfect for entertaining! 2 fireplaces.
New roof, new bulkheading. Parklike property
with 2,500 sq ft
bluestone patio
& 17 X 34 ft
saltwater inground
pool. No expense
spared in this
home! Contact
Margaret (Meg)
Smith at Meg
Smith and
Associates
631-647-7013

This fantastic income producing property
boasts a 90 X 84 lot with pool and hot tub
surrounded by a spacious deck and a Tiki Bar.
4BD/3BTH with a study and a den, professional
kitchen, and
dining room
seating for 14.
Contact Brian
Smith at Fire
Island Homes
www.fihomes.net
631 463-9686

Ocean Beach Park – $695,000.
Exclusive Listing: Completly renovated 4
bedroom, 1.5 bath, cottage ranch. Porcelain
tile floors. CA winterized. pool and jacuzzi,
outdoor shower, great invest/live. Summer
rental
income
$55,000.
Motivated
seller.
Contact
Debbie
Goldsmith,
631-8047530
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Constantine Karalis Architect
917-940-8724
karalis@nyc.rr.com
karalisarchitect.com
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Uniquely situated on the
curve of an oceanfront beach,
this house has unrestricted
views of the Atlantic Ocean,
the barrier island, Jones Inlet
and the Great South Bay. The
home offers first floor entry &
bedrooms, an upper living
floor & master suite, a roof
top lounge with spa and
outdoor deck space, each
with inspiring views from
sunrise to sunset.

Expression. Inspiration. Life.
Unmistakably Busch Associates Architects.

www.buschassociatespc.com

Advertise your home
improvement businessl
CALL: 631-583-5345
EMAIL: SALES@FIREISLAND-NEWS.COM
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25 Years of the Fire Island Lifeguard Tournament
By Laura Schmidt • Photos by Robert Sherman

Fire Island lifeguards from all towns gather for their 25th anniversary tournament.

Town of Islip lifeguards burying the pole first for the pile
dig win.

LIFEGUARDS FROM Ocean Beach, Saltaire and
Town of Islip competed in challenging conditions
on sand and sea at the 25th Annual Fire Island Lifeguard Tournament on Aug. 2.
After a grueling evening of red-flag waves, gusty
winds and sticky humidity, Town of Islip lifeguards
took home the coveted golden torp trophy, the red
buoy used by lifeguards when making a rescue. The
group will hold onto it until next year’s tournament,
along with some bragging rights.

Unfurling the yoke for the group effort simulated
water saves.

Each team was comprised of about 20 to 25 topnotch lifeguards ages 16 to 45, and events went on
for over two hours. Participants competed in distance runs and distance swims, relays, paddleboard
races, a pile dig and more. Teammates and spectators
cheered and clapped the whole time from the sand.
Town of Islip head lifeguard Craig Amarando has
been involved in the tournament since he started on
Fire Island 30 years ago.

Town of Islip’s Michelle Wooten grabs the beach
flag for the women’s win.

Craig Amarando hauls in for the final stretch on the
four person yoke event.

“There’s other tournaments during the summer then sprinted a short dash to grab a tube. Each round,
that are very hardcore and very serious,” Amarando one less tube is available and a person is eliminatsaid. “This tournament is more about camaraderie. ed. Town of Islip’s Brandon Croteau won the men’s
We all have the same passion for lifeguarding. So, race, dethroning the national reigning champion.
it’s just one night a year we all get together, and we
“Doesn’t matter who wins or loses,” Amarando
show off our talents, but we also have a lot of fun.”
said. “You respect each other, there’s no arguing, and
A distance run and relay ocean swim event kicked it’s a lot of fun the whole time.”
off the competition, which involved swimming out
The four-person yoke rescue event excited the
and around a buoy, back to land and across a fin- entire audience. First, each team sent out a “victim”
ish line. White caps and sea spray were prominent, to be rescued. Once the victim was in position, two
but Town of Islip’s Brittney Kudia and Sean Cannon guards stood on the beach feeding rope to the other
won the women’s and men’s races.
who swam out to begin the save. Once the guard had
As the only tournament on Fire Island, this serves hold of the victim, the two people on the beach began
as a friendly competition among towns but also shows taking turns pulling the two to safety. This event is
the average beachgoer just how strong and determined included on the test to become an ocean lifeguard.
lifeguards are when they aren’t on the stand.
“It was just a total team effort, team win,” Ama“[Spectators] always see [lifeguards] working rando said. “We only won against Saltaire by one
during the day, but now they see them at night show- point. We’re all top-class lifeguards and athletes, and
casing their abilities,” Amarando said.
that’s why it’s always a close competition.”
Ever wonder how those
huge piles of sand appear
in front of lifeguard stands?
The pile dig event involved
a long stake being driven into the sand and teams
of six must bury the entire
length of the stake as fast as
they can. It’s not as easy as
it seems. Teams were neck
and neck, but, ultimately,
Town of Islip won.
The last race was a flag
race in the style of musical chairs. Guards start- High energy, athleticism, friendly but fierce competition, and most of all joyful
ed on their stomachs and smiles on the beach.
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SALES · REPAIRS · RENTALS

Bikes · Wagons · Beach Chairs · Umbrellas

NOW OFFERING TENNIS COURT RENTALS
Hourly, Daily & Weekly Rentals
Open 7 Days a Week 8am-6pm
Call for more information

631-583-5111

Located across from the Schooner Inn

Ocean Bay Park
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Run for Rose 2018

By Danielle Lipiec • Photos by James Hardy

The volunteer crew.

Everyone is a winner in this race.

THUMBS UP! Some of the runners celebrating their victory.

A future race runner.

COMMUNITY, GOODWILL, and a passion for the
greater good – all three are aspects of charity that were
present at the 12th annual Run for Rose in Ocean Bay
Park on Sunday, Aug. 12. The heat of the day didn’t
stop all 324 registered runners from showing up to run
for a cause the Fire Island community has continuously supported over the years. Volunteers, friends, and
participants alike gathered to cheer each other on in
the pursuit to raise money for brain cancer patients.
Rose DiGangi was a mother, a cook, an avid gardener and a lover of Fire Island. After a courageous
battle against brain cancer, she passed away in October of 2007. Subsequently, the first Run for Rose was
formed in 2007 by Rose’s children, preceding the Rose
DiGangi Foundation (RDF), which was established in
2013. In the foundation’s first five years, funds were
donated to the American Brain Tumor Association.
Since last year alone, RDF has provided $35,000 to
brain cancer patients.
“My siblings and I grew up visiting Fire Island,
whether it was for relaxation or for work,” said Anthony DiGangi, Rose’s son and president of the foundation. “We have had a lifetime of friendships since the
early ‘90s on the island. Many contribute to the cause
as well as volunteer every year. Everyone helps us in
some way.”
This was evident as volunteers from the Ocean
Bay Park Fire Department, Ocean Beach Youth
Group, Ocean Beach EMS and various other outlets
lined the course in support of the race. Additionally,

sponsors like Flynn’s and Fire Island Ferries backed
the event not only with monetary donations, but also
donations of service to help keep the event running
smoothly before and after the three miles. With the
help of these groups and individuals, RDF has been
able to raise enough to alleviate some of the financial burden brain cancer patients face as they fight to
recover. Before this year’s race even began, $30,000
had been raised, as well as an additional $13,000 in
racer registration fees.
“The community has been amazing and without them this event is not possible,” said DiGangi.
“Everyone looks forward to and helps us put on the
event. It truly has become a weekend that everyone
looks forward to.”
Over its 12 years, the race has attracted walkers,
amateur runners, and cross country prodigies alike.
While many race participants are local, there are
those who travel from other parts of Long Island, and
around country, before hopping on a ferry to compete
for the cause. Jennifer Vigliotti of Smithtown participated in her first Run for Rose, and was not disappointed by how it went. “This was a spontaneous
thing I did, I wasn’t aware it was going on until last
night. I’m so glad I came across it,” she said. “The
residents were so supportive of the runners; every
turn there was someone there, cheering us on. I was
so impressed by the event and all involved, I’m very
much looking forward to coming back next year and
many more after.”

Your Source for Summer News on the South Shore

Front runners of the race were Andrew Sidamon-Eristoff and Lauren Chapey, each finishing as
the top runner in their gender class. With a clock time
of 16 minutes and 31 seconds, Sidamon-Eristoff of
Point O’ Woods came in first overall. Coming in second place in last year’s Run for Rose, he expressed his
determination to come out on top this year. “I’ve been
running since I was in middle school, and I run cross
country for my high school. Last year I came in second, so I was pretty motivated to get first this year,”
he said
Lauren Chapey, with a clock time of 19 minutes
and 29 seconds, also from Point O’ Woods and a runner for Yale, was the first female to finish in last year’s
Run for Rose as well. Chapey expressed a similar
determination, and coming in 9th overall and first in
the female class in this year’s race, did not fall short.
“It’s a really great cause, and I’m really happy to support it every year,” she said.
The Rose DiGangi Foundation operates off a
widespread effort to keep the spirit of Rose alive in
every person involved in the cause. “Her illness was
secondary to everything else. She raised us to always
put others first and organizing the run each year is just
one way for us to continue her legacy,” said DiGangi.
Recognized as a non-profit organization with the State
of New York, the RDF continues its selfless work in
honor of Rose, and in hopes of giving comfort to those
suffering from brain cancer. Donations are accepted at
rosedigangi.org.
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CA LEN DA R >> by Lorna Luniewski

SATURDAY AND SUNDAY,
AUGUST 18 AND 19
Guided Canoe Tour

Reserve starting at 10 a.m. on the day
of the program, at the Watch Hill Visitor
Center, then glide along on a guided canoe tour of the Seashore’s most extensive
salt marsh. Explore the vast and beautiful
sea of green and the specialized plants
and animals that make up one of the most
productive ecosystems on Earth. Canoes,
paddles and lifejackets provided. Space
is limited to 20 paddlers (two paddlers
per canoe), plus one passenger per canoe.
Participants must be able to swim and be
16 years of age or older to paddle. Children under the age of 6 are not permitted
on the trip. Program runs every Saturday
and Sunday, through Sept. 2. For more
information email FIIS_Information@
nps.gov or call 631-597-6455, Wednesday
through Sunday.

Amateur Radio
Lighthouse Weekend

The Great South Bay Amateur Radio Club
sets up their radios to communicate with
other radio operators around the world, at
Fire Island Lighthouse. For details, call
631-661-4876.

SUNDAY, AUGUST 19
Summer Concert

Islip Arts Council, with support from
The Natural Heritage Trust, NYS Office
of Parks, Recreation and Historic Preservation and Dahab Associates, presents
a series of concerts, at Bayard Cutting
Arboretum, 440 Montauk Hwy., Great
River. Today, Nina Etcetera performs and
on Aug. 26, see Homegrown String Band;
both concerts at 2 p.m. There is an $8
parking fee. For details, call 631-224-5420.

MONDAY, AUGUST 20
Food, Film and Fun

Town of Islip hosts a night of food
trucks, crafts, games, a film and family
fun. Tonight, at 5 p.m., at Casamento
Park, West Islip, view “Sing,” with
karaoke. On Aug. 27, “Coco” is shown
at Roberto Clemente Park, Brentwood,
with make your own guitar and day of
the dead masks. For details, call
631-224-5430.

TUESDAY, AUGUST 21

Summertime in the Park

Two of Us performs at Dr. Kings Park
Gazebo, Main Street, Bay Shore, at 12:30
p.m., presented by Islip Arts Council
with support from Bay Shore Chamber of
Commerce and BID. On Aug. 28, Ahmad

Ali and Friends take the stage. For information, call 631-224-5420; or visit
www.bayshorecommerce.com.

FRIDAY, AUGUST 31

Legends of Fire Island

Hear tales of Fire Island’s infamous past,
at Watch Hill Dune Station, from 7-8 p.m.
Whether fact or fiction, stories of shipwrecks, pirates and ghosts figure prominently in the legends of Fire Island. For
details, call 631-597-6455, Wednesday
through Sunday.

SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 1
Pollinator Garden Party
Pictured: The Karpenteers at a recent show in the
gazebo. Photo by Lorna Luniewski.

Movie Night

Town of Islip presents “Splash,” at West
Islip Marina, beginning at dark. Music,
trivia and food trucks at 5 p.m. For
details, call 631-224-5430.

Concert

Town of Islip presents Six Gun, performing country music, at Holbrook Country
Club. Beginning at 5 p.m., music, trivia
and food trucks; featured concert at 7:30
p.m. For details, call 631-224-5430.

SATURDAY, AUGUST 25
Art of the Decoy

Join village historian and expert decoy
carver Jaime Reason on the front porch
of Old Mastic House as he demonstrates
duck and shorebird carving, and shares
the rich history of decoy carving on Long
Island. Held from 11 a.m.-3:30 p.m., at
William Floyd Estate, Mastic. For details,
call 631-399-2030.

Sandpiper Race for Kids

The annual race is held at 1 p.m.; meet
on the beach at Cottage Walk. The kids
are divided into four age categories: 4-5,
6-8, 9-11 and 12-14, with boys and girls
categories. Everyone gets a medal and
a T-shirt; first-, second- and third-place
winners in each category get a trophy; all
first-place winners get a sterling silver
Kenny. The lifeguards, OB Fire and
Police departments, Department of Public
Works, Village Office staff and all of the
volunteers help to make this a great event.
Applications are available at the Village
Office, or see Steve Einig in front of CJs
on Fridays and Saturdays.

Bernhard along with the Sandyland Squad
Band. Tickets: $49 and $69. For details,
visit www.eventbrite.com/e/pines-performance-series-sandra-bernhard-sandemonium-tickets-48738691739.

SATURDAY AND SUNDAY,
AUGUST 25 AND 26
Seafood Festival

Long Island Maritime Museum, 88 West
Avenue, West Sayville, holds its annual
festival, from 11 a.m.-6 p.m. both days,
featuring food, drink, arts and crafts,
exhibitors, demonstrations, live entertainment, children’s activities and much
more. Admission (cash only): $10; $8 in
advance. For details, including where to
park to get the shuttle bus, visit www.
limaritime.org.

SUNDAY, AUGUST 26

Seashore Snapper Derby

You’ve got to have a line in to win!
Ages 7-14 (with a caregiver) can fish for
snappers (a.k.a. baby bluefish), from 10
a.m.-3 p.m., at Sailors Haven Visitors
Center. Prizes for the biggest fish. Bring
your fishing pole or use one of ours. For
information, call 631-597-6183.

ONGOING

History Room

Islip Arts Council School of Cultural
Arts, 50 Irish Lane, East Islip, presents
“Lifesaving on South Beach,” through
Sept. 7. Today, Fire Island is synonymous with sun, sand and recreation, but
in earlier times it was a deserted shore of
danger and death for ships heading to the
Port of New York. This display will show
the first efforts of the federal government
to aid volunteer lifesavers, which then led
to the establishment of the United States
Life-Saving Service, one of the forerunners of the U.S. Coast Guard. The story
of the stations, personnel and equipment
that protected the ocean and bay waters of
Islip Town are also featured. For information, call 631-224-5420.

UPCOMING

Vendors Wanted

The Davis Park Arts and Crafts show will
be held on Sept. 2, from noon-4 p.m., at
Church of the Most Precious Blood,
Davis Park, rain or shine. For information,
call Max at 631-872-4209.

There is no fee to post your public
event in the Fire Island News
community calendar. Email us at
info@fireisland-news.com with listing
date, time, contact information and
optional graphic for your Fire Island
or South Shore event. Due to limited
space, all event listings are subject to
modification at the sole discretion of
Fire Island News.

“Sandemonium”

Sandra Bernhard will perform her all new
show at The Pavilion in the Fire Island
Pines, at 6 and 8 p.m. “Sandemonium” is
a brief respite from the endless madness
that swirls around us. Look and listen to

Help us grow the native plant pollinator
garden at the Patchogue Watch Hill Ferry
Terminal, from 9-11 a.m. The garden is
a registered monarch way-station. With
your help it can be a garden for all to
enjoy and to learn about pollinator conservation and native plant gardening. For
information, call 631-687-4780.

Courtesy of Fire Island National Seashore

Cartoon by
Eric Pederson
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The Ladies of Lez Volley
By Emma Boskovski

SPIKES AND DYKES, Rainbow Riders, and
Lesquires were some of the team names at the
Eighth Annual Lez Volley Women’s Volleyball
Tournament on Saturday, Aug. 11.
The threat of rain didn’t stop the 24 teams of 13
players maximum from the “day of FUN in the sun,
and a night of dancing at the hottest spot on Cherry
Grove, Fire Island,” as advertised on their website,
www.lezvolley.com.
“In the eight years we have done this, the weather has never stopped us,” said Danielle Stanziale,
co-founder of Lez Volley. “The first year, we still
played in hurricane conditions. I knew the rain
wasn’t going to stop us. The rain does lose us all of
the day-trippers. Usually we have about 300 more
people here that are just coming over to the beach.”
The event was delayed an hour, with the first
games beginning at 1 p.m. With eight courts, and
games scheduled until 4 p.m., teams were ready to get
started despite the delay. The referees explained to the
players that all of the matches would be timed at 20

minutes, and one three minute time out was allowed
per match. Also, substitutes and rotations were permitted, with the same exchange of players.
“Cherry Grove is my favorite place, as it is gay
heaven,” said Stanziale. “We want to give back to the
Grove. I feel as if the lesbian community sometimes
gets lost here, and we wanted to get the girls back.”
The event certainly does give back to Cherry
Grove, as all hotels and homes have been rented out
for the weekend, even on the mainland in Sayville.
“We are really expanding year after year,” said
Kristine Bungay, co-founder of Lez Volley. “Our first
year, we started with 10 teams. This year, we had 24
registered to play. Each year we grow about two to
three teams.”
The entry fee to sign up for the Lez Volley tournament is $35 per player. This entry fee guarantees players a minimum of four games to be played
throughout the afternoon; official referees ensuring
fairness during the tournament; snacks, drinks and
goodies; medals and prizes for the first and second

The ladies are ready to go.

Rotation schedule.

place winners; free tickets to the official after party at
Cherry’s on the Bay; as well as flirting or meeting new
friends, and the “experience of a lifetime.”
“We are really trying to expand using social
media,” said Bungay. “The planning for this event
starts in January, and we work all year to find sponsors and concentrate on spreading our message.”
The event is sponsored by many different partners
including Play Out Underwear, who provides a free
pair of undies to each player on the winning team; the
energy bar company Garuka Bars; and coffee energy
drink companies Hayday and FORTO Coffee Shots.
“We play for different leagues back in Manhattan
and that’s how we came to hear about Lez Volley,”
said Amy Pelletteri of the Unqualified Sportsbian
team. “We come all the way here for this event and
have no regrets.”
The series of matches went until 4 p.m., and all
teams gathered for the championship game between
teams Cherry’s and I’d Hit That, with Cherry’s taking
the first place medal.

Aces!

Serving with purpose.
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A D V IC E >> by Camille Mercogliano

Ask Camirose
Dear Camirose,
I have a good friend. She’s
beautiful, funny and has more
energy than you can imagine. She
is a free spirit who will do or say
almost anything, which is one of her
greatest strengths, but also can be a
little embarrassing at times.
In the summer she loves to go
straight from the beach to the bars.
She rinses her body, slips on her
sundress and then slides the wet
bathing suit out from underneath.
Yes, right by the rinse off spigot at
the beach! The problem is she is
then out drinking with a sundress
and no undergarments. This may
not be a big problem for most
people, but for her, the more she
drinks the less careful she is about
making sure her dress is covering
her. As she slides on and off bar
stools, people have been treated
to an eyeful – not to mention how
much people see when she is
dancing on tables.
She simply has no inhibitions. The
hard thing is that whether or not she
wants the attention, men are often
approaching her with the wrong
idea. I always seem to be put into
the position of being her protector.
When I go to the beach I bring
my underwear. What is so hard
about that? She says that she prefers
not wearing underwear because it
makes going to the bathroom a lot
easier when she’s drinking.
As much as I love hanging out
with her, and don’t want to miss
out on the fun that surrounds her, I
just find her lack of modesty tough
to deal with. I don’t want to stop
hanging out with her, but really
wish she would wear some
damn panties.
— Bikini Less Bottom
Dear Bikini Less Bottom,
Most people do have that one
crazy, yet fun, friend that makes
things fun. She is yours! She may
not be asking for male attention but

unfortunately it seems as though she
is getting it, and not in a positive
manner. I understand that you feel
the need to protect her, but it doesn’t
sound like there is much time left
for you to actually enjoy yourself.
Unfortunately people will judge you
by the company you keep.
— Camirose
Dear Camirose,
I work in a mental health
facility with a substantial amount
of employees. Most of the people
are pleasant to work with and a
small handful I call friends. There
is one doctor in the group who is
personable and friendly one-to-one,
but in a group he is the biggest
jackass I’ve ever met. He treats
other professionals as though they
are incompetent, undermines their
thoughts and outlooks and often
belittles others depending on his
mood at the time.
We are all on the same team
and should all have each other’s
backs. Our goal is the same, that
being the health and well-being
of others. I have mentioned to him
privately various times when he
directly affected me. He shrugs it off
saying I am too sensitive. The man is
completely oblivious to everyone he
continually steps on, and none of us
feel supported by him.
As this is his direct and specific
role in this company, I think his
superiors should be made aware of
the impact on others. But because I
do like him in a social arena, I do
not want to complain or get him
in trouble.
No one is questioning his
competence, so it seems strange that
he constantly feels the need to point
out how much smarter he is than
everyone else. What would you do?
— Annoyed Coworker

a big chip on his shoulder and
lacks confidence. If someone that
I considered a friend annoyed me
that much I would probably try to
go directly to them and say how I
felt. You did that. If it continued, as
it is, I would probably no longer
consider that person a friend, but
more of a colleague, putting them on
a completely different social level. I
would then speak to someone in a
higher position to try and rectify it.
A group approach might feel better
to you than complaining alone. It

is, after all, the gripe of the office
as a whole. Whatever his reasons
are for low self-esteem, you are not
responsible, nor are the rest of your
colleagues. Steer clear of him as
much as possible.
— Camirose
Names and locations have been
changed to protect the privacy of
individuals. Questions for Camirose?
Write to her at advice@fireislandnews.com.

Dear Coworker,
It seems to me that your
colleague is carrying around
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D IN IN G R EV I E W >> By Shoshanna McCollum

Matty’s Gourmet Market
935 Bay Walk, Ocean Beach • 631-583-8023
Monday-Saturday, 10 a.m.-9 p.m.;
Sunday, 11 a.m.-8 p.m.
matthewsseafood.com/mattys-market
MATTY’S GOURMET MARKET is a natural offshoot of its namesake seafood restaurant
located on the eastern cusp of Ocean Beach. The
modestly sized front alcove to the same building is where patrons can purchase the same high
quality fish and seafood to cook at home. From
there the idea grew, why
not offer fine cheeses and
specialty pantry items as
well? Fact is the market
has been around for years,
and while it stands in plain
sight, somehow it remains
a best-kept secret.
This is where one goes
for fine imported pastas
when that box of spaghetti on your average grocery store shelf simply just
won’t do. This is where
you will return for that
jar of boutique cannery
pickles, because now you
are forever spoiled, and
now those supermarket
dills seem dreary in comparision. Matty’s Gourmet Market is where Fire
Islanders go for all things
eclectic to grace their
kitchens and dinner tables.
If I was a better cook,
perhaps I would have
splurged on the fresh salmon or sea scallops – but then
it would have been a review
of my lackluster cooking –
so I went for the prepared
items. Yes, a fine meal on
the go is possible at Matty’s
Gourmet Market. They had
an interesting selection of
sandwiches, wraps, and salads to choose from.
Some of the sandwiches listed on the menu board
included the Spicy Tuna Wrap: Seared tuna, seaweed salad, red onion, and avocado; the Turkey
Asiago included smoked Gouda, bacon, lettuce
and tomato on rosemary garlic bread; and of
course their Lobster Roll – say no more. However
it was the middle of the week when supplies can

run low, and not all selections were available.
The final order was something of a negotiation
– a Caesar salad chicken wrap for my husband,
and a shrimp salad wrap for myself – the basics,
but you can tell much about an establishment by
how they handle the basics.
The Romaine lettuce in the Caesar wrap was
fresh, and the tender white meat chicken was
housed in a nice spinach wrap and just the right
amount of lemon in the dressing. The shrimp salad wrap was not just canned shrimp drowned in

mayonnaise like average delis often do, but a true
salad with spring greens, tomatoes, and of course
fresh shrimp.
Because we both like artichokes, I took a
chance on a side of their artichoke salad. We were
pleasantly surprised that you could actually taste

the artichoke. Some artichoke salads are bathed in
heavy oil that overpowers and defeats the purpose
– not in this case – a little vinegar kept the salad fresh and real. To be honest a quarter pound of
that spread over some of the crusty artisan bread
they also sold could have been a great light meal
in this summer heat, and next time that is exactly
what we might do.
Their small refrigerator case offered an interesting selection of beverages, again not the same
old boring things that are sold elsewhere. I finally settled on a tall cool
container of something
called Argo Tea, which
was lovely – iced tea,
lemonade, and a hint of
hibiscus flower – it was
like an upscale Arnold
Palmer, not too sweet and
simply amazing.
For dessert, the caramel cheesecake spoke
to me, which is odd,
because visually it did
not look like much in the
round “snack cake” packaging, but appearances
can be deceptive and my
instincts were spot on. It
was a delightfully creamy
confection, in a portion
size that made sense.
I also squirreled away
a can of canned cold brew
coffee for work at the
school the next day. The
brand they sell is Hey Day
fair trade coffee, which
is sold in a variety of flavors. I tried the vanilla,
and hope to try the chocolate, as well as the espresso, another time. It was a
great pick-me-up indeed.
It should be stressed
that Matty’s Gourmet
Market is not the place to
run and get a quart of milk,
eggs, suntan lotion or other essentials that you may
have left behind on the
mainland. However it is a place where you can
escape the mundane. If you have not tried it yet,
what are you waiting for?
Catering is available, and a curated selection of
giftware is also for sale on premises.
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Seaview Says Sign is Out of Line
By Emma Boskovski
A SIGN THAT READS Law Office of Adam. C. It follows a set format, and is formally adopted by the association, the board can bring it up at a meetAbrams, Esq. Attorney at Law, on a residential prop- the board.
ing and say ‘we want to suspend your privileges,’
erty in Seaview, has created a hostile environment
“The association initially gave me a hard time but it requires a 15-day certified mail notice, and an
between the Seaview Homeowners Association and about my sign on June 17, 2015, when somebody opportunity to be heard in front of a general memsign owner Adam Abrams.
approached me and told me in Seaview there should bership meeting, and two-thirds of those communi“The association has a rule that has been passed be no signs on residential properties,” said Abrams. ty members have to vote to kick you out.”
that no commercial signs are supposed to be post- “I responded that unless there is something passed
According to the Seaview Association Constied in Seaview,” said Thomas Ruskin, president of by the Town of Islip that says my sign is illegal – tution and By-Laws, “The organization is formed
the Seaview Homeowners Association. “The pur- I am leaving my sign up. This is the first year that and shall exist for the following purposes,” one
pose of that, for the association, is to not make it they have done something about it, as they now have of which being “to adopt regulations from time to
look like a commercial place as you drive through passed a resolution that can deprive me of my bene- time, necessary or desirable to accomplish any of
Seaview. So, there are no signs allowed for real fits of membership without any authority.”
the foregoing or related purposes to initiate and
estate, ‘for sale’ signs, or people
sponsor the adoption of ordinances,
advertising what they do. Once that
statues, or legislation, whether municwas passed by the board to be instiipal, county, state or federal, designed
tuted, we had received half a dozen
to accomplish such purposes or ones
complaints from different residents
related thereto.
for different purposes.”
“I am being denied the benefits of
The town of Seaview operates
the bylaws as well as the benefit of
under numerous municipalities. Its
due process and equal protection,” said
residents comply with the laws and
Abrams. “As the board goes around
regulations of Suffolk County, the
making up what they call ‘resolutions,’
Town of Islip, the Town of Brookhaare just things that bother people, and
ven, and the Seaview Homeowners
then enforcing that by depriving me of a
Association. Abrams’ property lies
property right. I paid my dues, I pay for
within the Town of Islip section
my boat slip – I’ve paid everything. Yet,
of Seaview.
they are saying ‘get out of the marina
“Just because it doesn’t fall
unless you take your sign down.’ The
underneath one municipality’s law,
association is doing these things out of
doesn’t mean it doesn’t follow
nepotism, and out of retaliation.”
underneath another municipality’s
Any member may be suspended for
laws and regulations,” said Ruskin.
a period or expelled for cause such as
“In Adam’s particular case, I believe
violation of any of the bylaws or prohis sign possibly fell in violation of
visions of the constitution of the assoIslip’s code, but moreover fell in
ciation or for conduct prejudicial to
violation of the association’s rules
the best interest of the association,
and regulations. After being asked to
according to the Seaview Association
take it down, he has taken it down
Constitution and By-Laws. However,
… and basically as you say, ‘probsuch suspension or expulsion shall be
lem solved.’”
effected only upon recommendation
According to the Town of Islip
of the Board of Directors to any reguCode Chapter 68, Article XXIX,
lation or special meeting of the mem“The following signs are permitted,”
bership of the association and upon a
one of which being “home occupatwo-thirds vote of the members present
tion: a sign which identifies only the
at such meeting, provided that a statename and/or occupation of a practiment of said charges shall have been
tioner or one conducting a permitted
mailed and registered to the memThe sign in question now hangs on the back of Adam Abrams’ adult tricycle.
home occupation in a dwelling.”
ber under charges at his last recorded
“As an attorney, I would put my (Photo by Robert Sherman)
address 15 days before the date of said
sign out,” said Abrams. “They have been trying to
There are three basic resolutions concerning meeting and the member shall have been given the
get me to take it down since 2015. My response is property association governance according to the opportunity to be hard at the time and place menthat the Town of Islip allows me to put my sign out, CAI: use, appearance, and policy. The appearance tioned in such notice.
and the Seaview Homeowners Association is not of the Seaview community as a whole is part of the
“Whatever it is that those 20 people that create the
a government, so they cannot deny me the right to matter at hand, and ultimately policy resolutions Homeowners Association don’t like, they pass a resoput up my sign. That’s who I am – I am an attor- directly affect the rights and responsibilities of each lution that makes things the Association doesn’t favor
ney. I used to have an office in Ocean Beach next to homeowner within the Homeowners Association.
‘illegal,’” said Abrams. “I should not be deprived my
Scoops, and now I practice law out of my home, and
“A resolution was passed that prohibited signs, benefits of membership for doing nothing illegal, speI have every right to put my sign out.”
and if you do not comply within 10 days, the asso- cifically when I have paid my dues. The real danger
The Homeowners Association claims to reserve ciation reserves the right to suspend your privileg- here is that the politics of our community have shifted
the right to impose sanctions by passing resolutions. es,” said Abrams. “In my case, that meant a threat to be exclusive, and try to keep out, or price out, the
According to the Community Associations Institute to remove my boat from the marina. My problem people that they do not find desirable. There is a grow(CAI), an advocacy group for community association is this is a violation of the bylaws. The bylaws say ing sense of entitlement and power, in that they have
managers based in Falls Church, Virginia, such a res- if you don’t pay your dues for more than a year, or the power of a government but have none of the obliolution falls under the purview of a board decision. you do something that is contrary to the welfare of gations of the government.”
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SYBIL SE Z ! ! ! >> by Sybil Bruncheon

Lonelyville – 21 Winkle Walk – 1916
A CLASSIC LADIES GATHERING always thrown
strictly during daylight hours when respectable
women (both married and single) could meet each
other for polite conversation, sewing discussions,
recipe exchanges, household advice, and tea (with a
hint of elderberry cordial.)
Any intimate talk about … ahem … marital
matters or “feminine problems” was still
restricted to the pantry with one’s mother for
so-called female counsel, preferably when
the menfolk might be out at a poker night or
away at a fishing convention.
Seen here are from left: Muriel Garamonde, recently widowed (hence the black
band on her arm). She has just torn her hat
off in another of her hourly fits of weeping
much to the chagrin of the ladies present.
The removal of a hat by a woman in public was considered extremely scandalous
and uncouth. A hundred years earlier, the
widow Garamonde might even have been
bludgeoned with garden tool, or burned at
the stake. Sitting next to her (chagrined) is
Mrs. Freda Chouse, doyenne of Lonelyville
society who threw the annual Orphans Ball
to raise money for the famous Lonelyville
Orphanage with its three children and 27 staff members. Standing next to her is Miss Gladys Gandge,
professional paid companion to Mrs. Chouse, trained
at the Mamaroneck School of Asylum Sciences. Miss
Gandge’s handbag is equipped with all the latest sedatives, an array of hypodermic needles and syringes, and a pair of handcuffs, if necessary. Next to her
is Berenice “Flopsy” Hoppmynder, lace and doily-maker to all of Fire Island. Single-handedly, she
created the embroidery craze of the decade and literally drowned all the seaside towns in antimacassars,

macramé pillows and cushion covers, bedspreads,
duvets, and table doilies. She is seen actually wearing some of her creations, and was often heard to
say, “I’m a living billboard for m’ stuff!” Glowering next to her, at the camera, is Phillipina Muzette,
former lady wrestler from the La Francaise-Orpheum Circuit in Europe. She headlined in Vaude-

ville as a wild animal tamer, especially famous for
her death defying combats with rabbits, enraged
hens, and marmosets, usually costumed as members
of royalty, much to the delight of the crowds. Standing next to her is her lifelong friend Miss Lucille
Beemer with whom she shared a home in Bridgehampton, filled with cats, also costumed as members of royalty (or farmhands). Seated in the center
is Marjorie de Plaisance, the Countess Jarlesberg,
the hostess of this gathering and a resident of the
oldest log cabin still standing on Fire Island. Its
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original construction was believed to have been in
1633, in an attempt to frighten the local Indians into
submission by its fearsome appearance. The natives
ran shrieking from the cabin, which they called a
“ponka-hoompa mahn-conkamee,” which roughly
translates as “a turtle that swallows white people.”
The countess was known as having kept the cabin
in its completely original 17th century condition except for the addition of indoor plumbing of course, and elaborate chintz draperies
on the unglazed windows. Seated next to her
is Dr. Hymer Plunkett, physician specialist in women’s medicine, and the only man
at the party. Polite society always required
one male chaperone at female gatherings to
“maintain sensible propriety.” Seated next
to him is Helenée Frisée, a Bulgarian refugee, and suspected pickpocket. Smiling at the
camera in the straw hat is Frances Carrothers, tandem bicyclist champion at the 1912
Olympics. She won the silver medal in the
Ladies Bicycle Built for Two Competition
– the half mile, with obstacles. She and her
partner, Georgette Geebagen, seated here just
in front of her (also hatless because she was
hot) were especially successful at avoiding
the water balloons and the quicksand. They came in
at 47 minutes, 38 seconds, a world record, but still
only second-place to the Serbians, who were investigated for excessive caffeine doping. And finally, behind Geebagen and huddled against the table
is 11-year-old Kitty Laflouti, later arrested as the
infamous “pre-teen pyromaniac of Patchogue.” If
you look closely at the photograph, you can see her
identical twin sister Lelia-Marie huddled right there
under the tea table, apparently about to set fire to
“Flopsy” Hoppmynder’s tablecloth…
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EN V IRON M E N T >> by Karl Grossman

Tesla’s Long Island Legacy
NORTH OF FIRE ISLAND, in Shoreham in
Brookhaven Town, Nikola Tesla built a tower that
he believed could show that electricity could be distributed freely to people all around the world. He
envisioned that not only radio signals but electricity
could be sent far distances by linking into the resonance of the Earth.
If his tower project was allowed to be completed and shown to be successful, Tesla’s experiment
could have revolutionized the distribution of electricity all over the Earth.
Unfortunately, funding issues – financier J.P. Morgan who had been an early supporter of Tesla’s tower
– pulled out, and the tower was demolished in 1917.
The Tesla tower was discussed extensively in a
presentation titled “Nikola Tesla: Who Was He?”
given this month at the Suffolk County Historical
Society by Jane Alcorn, president of the board of the
Tesla Science Center at Wardenclyffe.
Tesla was a genius inventor who worked
in Suffolk. Indeed, his only remaining laboratory, an elegant red brick building in
Shoreham, designed by Tesla’s friend, famed
architect Stanford White, is now on its way
to being preserved and becoming the central component of the Tesla Science Center
at Wardenclyffe. The laboratory was placed
on the National Register of Historic Places
last month.
It was alongside the laboratory that Tesla built his 187-foot high tower and Tesla’s
“plan and dream was to use it to provide wireless electricity for free to people around the
world,” explained Alcorn in her talk.
I wrote and presented a TV program on Tesla’s laboratory in 2010, which
aired on WVVH-TV and can now be
viewed on YouTube at www.youtube.com/
watch?v=_H-UBvdPta.
The foundation for the tower – which is
shown in the program – are granite slabs in an octagonal shape. And there are steel posts and a large
mound marking its location. Below is said to be –
radiating like spokes on a wheel – copper-lined

tunnels, each high enough for
a person to walk through, and
a shaft connecting 120 feet to
the aquifer below.
When the tower was put in
operation, said Alcorn, bolts
of electricity shooting into
the sky from it were visible
across the Long Island Sound
in Connecticut.
“Tesla believed in raising
the masses,” said Alcorn, and
if electricity could be “wirelessly” transmitted, people all
over the world “would be able
to tap into it.”
As part of the creation of
the Tesla Science Center at

Wardenclyffe, Alcorn said that there is hope that a
“replica” of the tower will be constructed.
Nearly $6 million has been raised so far in
the preservation effort – including a $1 million

contribution from Elon Musk,
the manufacturer of Tesla cars,
named for the inventor.
Alcorn, a career teacher and
librarian, spoke of Tesla, of Serbian background born in what is
now Croatia, coming to the United States in 1884 to work under
Thomas Edison.
Tesla’s father was a Serbian
Orthodox priest and his mother “very inventive and creative,”
said Alcorn. Tesla “followed in
her footsteps” in terms of his
“inventive and creative qualities.” Tesla, meanwhile, “poured
over” his father’s collection
of books.
The relationship with Edison didn’t work out. In part, that
involved a conflict over electric systems. Edison
advocated direct current, and Tesla was the father
of alternating current, ultimately the system that the
world adopted.
And Tesla was responsible for a great deal more
in the way of inventions.
Guglielmo Marconi is generally credited with
originating radio, but the U.S. Supreme Court, after
Tesla’s death, determined that much of Marconi’s
work was based on 17 Tesla patents. Tesla was
involved in the development of fluorescent lighting,
robotics and forms of remote control, the bladeless
turbine, the AC induction motor, and the list goes on.
In all, Tesla held 299 patents.
Tesla was a visionary with ideas that would revolutionize the world. He came to Shoreham at the turn
into the last century to focus on the wireless transmission of power. He earlier labored on his vision for
a time in Colorado.
Across from the Long Island Rail Road station
in Shoreham, he built a laboratory with ornate windows and graceful grillwork and a rail spur to it
used to bring in construction material, and next to
it his tower.
Tesla died at 86 of heart failure in 1943, in the
New Yorker Hotel in Manhattan. He had been living meagerly on assistance from family members
and a pension from the Yugoslavian government.
He is regarded as a giant in that part of the world.
Indeed, in double-checking for the URL of the TV
program I did, I saw that the program has been translated for people in that region. At long last, Tesla will
be well-recognized here in Suffolk.
The Tesla Science Center at Wardenclyffe will be
a memorial to Tesla and his work, and also, as the
website of the non-profit center (www.teslasciencecenter.org) states, it will be “a place dedicated to
science education and to introducing visitors to the
rich scientific opportunities on Long Island.”
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EYE O N F I >> by Timothy Bolger

The Lost Homes of Summer

IN THE TWO YEARS SINCE about 20 oceanfront
homeowners lost their property to government bureaucracy, preceding bulldozers building new dunes
on half of Fire Island, those homes sit vacant and
largely dune-free.
The properties, mostly in Ocean Bay Park and
Davis Park, were either bought out or condemned to
make way for what will be the last phase of the $207
million federally funded Fire Island Inlet to Moriches Inlet (FIMI) project that is rebuilding about 19
miles of dunes and beach berms along the south side
of the 32-mile barrier island to repair damage done
by Superstorm Sandy. The unintended consequence
of the red tape in such sensitive legal proceedings
is that the owners were forced to leave their homes
well before the work actually began. As a result, the
former residents could have enjoyed their homes for
the last two summers instead of packing up and moving out years ago as they did.
“I could be there right now,” Chris Gurl, formerly of Ocean Bay Park, recently told Newsday. “I was
hoping you were calling to say they were going to
give me back my house . . . it’s a shame, absolutely.”
FIMI was spun off from the $1 billion Fire Island Inlet to Montauk Point (FIMP) storm mitigation project that is expected to follow later. But while
Sandy washed away a dozen FI homes when it rolled
ashore Oct. 28, 2012, FIMI will have claimed nearly
twice as many by the time the work is done. Besides
the 20 targeted, an oceanfront home in Saltaire and
another in Robbins Rest were previously torn down
to make way for a section of FIMI dune already completed to the west.
As the sixth anniversary of Sandy nears, some
communities remain vulnerable to storm surge, since
the dunes remain flattened in areas where rebuilding
is incomplete as the 2018 Atlantic Hurricane Season

peaks.
Government distrust runs deep in these parts following the condemnations. Francine Haselkorn of
Ocean Bay Park has said she suspects an ulterior motive is afoot.
“This is a well-planned attempt at a land grab by
the [U.S.] Department of Interior,” she said in 2015
during a public hearing on FIMI, referring to the Fire
Island National Seashore’s parent agency. “The plan
is described as restoration when it is in fact retreat
into private property.”
The demolition work is officially known as Contract 3B1, which the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers
overseeing the FIMI project awarded to Brownie
Companies of Long Island in late spring, with the
project gearing up, and may even begin before Labor
Day. Contract 3B2, which entails placing the sand on
the beach, is expected to begin after Labor Day. And
contract 3B3, which involves relocating a handful of
homes in Davis Park, will follow after that, although
a couple a homeowners already commenced work
privately before federal contractors arrived.
The Ocean Bay Park Erosion Control District,
signaling it expects more delays, spent $92,000 in
July to replace hundreds of feet of tattered trap bags
— those temporary makeshift dunes seen across FI
after Sandy. Call it an insurance policy, just in case
a storm hits before the dune is finished. But the sight
of abandoned homes in prime oceanfront real estate
is unsettling.
“I think we all got so used to seeing the sad, unoccupied and boarded up houses that we convinced
ourselves that this was the new normal and they really were not being taken down,” Barbara Gaby Placilla, the News’ Ocean Bay Park columnist, wrote last
month. “That all changed on Wednesday, June 27,
with the arrival of the two construction trailers …
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The demolition of the houses will … change the look
of Ocean Bay Park as the first line of houses north of
Traffic Avenue will now be oceanfront.”
Jared Della Valle, an Ocean Bay Park homeowner and New York City-based developer whose family had two homes on Traffic Avenue, previously told
the News that he predicts the entire unpaved sandy
street, which runs right behind the dune, will be history once the bulldozers arrive to build the new dune.
He too wishes he had more time in his home.
“As a homeowner, it’s very frustrating,” he has
said. “It’s Fire Island, the time here is sacred.”
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N YC THEA TR E >> by Leonard Feigenblatt

“Head Over Heels”
“HEAD OVER HEELS” is a jukebox musical using the
catalog of songs of the all female pop group of the 1980s,
The Go-Go’s. At least the music is good, which is more
than can be said for the ridiculous book that has been conceived and originally written by Jeff Whitty, and adapted by James Magruder (when Whitty left the project).
Based on “The Countess of Pembroke’s Arcadia,” an Elizabethan era romance by Sir Philip Sidney, the results
are painful.
The production’s director, Michael Mayer, had great
success in the past, winning a Tony Award for Best Direction of a Musical in 2007 for “Spring Awakening,” but
lightening does not always strike twice.
Here, the cast is all over the place. Rachel York looks
lost and embarrassed and Jeremy Kushnier is just ridiculous. Peppermint, known from season nine of “RuPaul’s

Drag Race,” is the first transgender woman to create a
principal role on Broadway. It is an over the top drag performance, but at least she is not lip-syncing. The best performance, by far, is from Bonnie Milligan, who is making
her Broadway debut. She has a sensational, powerhouse
voice. It is too bad she is stuck in this rubbish.
The scenic design by Julian Crouch and the costume
design by Arianne Phillips are flat and tacky. The Academy
Award winning actress Gwyneth Paltrow is listed as one of
the producers – apparently she didn’t read the script. Nothing can save this mess from being a total disaster.
Hudson Theatre
145 West 44th St.
New York, NY 10036
www.headoverheelsthemusical.com

“On a Clear Day You Can See Forever”
“ON A CLEAR DAY YOU CAN SEE FOREVER”
has always had a problematic book. In the 2011 Broadway revival that starred Harry Connick Jr., and had a new
book by Peter Parnell, the lead character of Daisy Gamble
became the gay florist, Dennis Gamble.
For this Off Broadway revival at the Irish Repertory
Theatre, Charlotte Moore, who directed and adapted the
book, has not done anything so radical. Daisy is still Daisy, who seeks the help of Dr. Mark Bruckner to help her
stop smoking. In the original version, she wanted to stop
smoking for her boyfriend, Warren. In this version, it is
for her health; the character of Warren has been eliminated. Bruckner is fascinated by Daisy’s extrasensory perception and telepathic skills (as an example, she can tell
when a phone is about to ring). He puts her under hypnosis and discovers that Daisy is a reincarnation of Melinda Welles, an 18th century British aristocratic lady in love
with a good-for-nothing man, Edward. Dr. Bruckner falls
in love with Melinda and then, eventually, Daisy.
This is a small-scale Off Broadway production. The
cast of 47 is reduced to just 11 actors and a band of just

five. Yet somehow this makes the problematic book easier to overcome. This revival manages to be charming and
has two major things going for it: One is another chance to
hear the glorious Burton Lane/Alan Jay Lerner score. The
second is the two lead performances of Stephen Bogardus
who plays Dr. Mark Bruckner, and the divine Melissa Errico who plays Daisy Gamble and Melinda Welles. They
are both terrific and give wonderful performances. Errico
in particular has a honey coated voice that is perfectly suited for this score.
Please note that Stephen Bogardus has left the production
to star in “The Girl from the North Country” at the Public
Theatre and has been replaced by Tony Award winner Ben
Davis. Melissa Errico will remain with the production to
the end of its extended run through Sept. 6, 2018.
Irish Repertory Theatre
132 West 22nd St.
New York, NY 10011
www.irishrep.org

BABYLON BICYCLE SHOP

218 E. Main Street, Babylon, New York
631-587-6709
www.BabylonBikeShop.com
Founded in 1968, Babylon Bike Shop has answered the
needs of the cycling community for almost 50 years...
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H EA LTH & W EL L N E SS >> by Donnie DeSanti

Increase Energy
Without Coffee
GROWING UP I HAD A FRIEND WHOSE DAD
was known for his brute strength. He was one of the
toughest guys on the block and claimed to be able to
rip a the Yellow Pages book in half. He was a beast,
and you could tell it when you met him.
Coincidentally his daily diet consisted mostly
of eggs, bacon, meat and potatoes; three packs of
unfiltered cigarettes; and four pots of black coffee a
day. He was strong but probably not the healthiest.
Looking back, the coffee part really amazed me. I
have to wonder how he ever fell asleep with all that
caffeine pumping through his veins.
I’m a lightweight when it comes to caffeine
myself. One cup of green tea at night and I’m up till
the morning. I find this to be true for a lot of people, without them realizing the effects caffeine has.
Coffee is an interesting subject. At one end, it’s
touted for its health benefits such as focus, but at the
same time it should be used with caution. Have you
ever experienced the withdrawal effects of quitting
caffeine? It’s not pleasant.
One only has to take a look at the size of the
lines at the local coffee shop to know that coffee is
ingrained in our society. However, are people mostly consuming coffee strictly for taste and enjoyment, or as a way to get their energy going?
The ironic thing is people often find they have
more energy when they give up coffee, rather than
when they drink it. This is probably because they
don’t have the roller coaster ride that caffeine can
bring about.
Caffeine can have its place when needed but it
should be respected. Think of caffeine as an energy credit card. You can swipe it in times of need,
but keep in mind that you have to pay that debt back
somewhere along the line – usually in needing more
rest or nutrition. Some of us have created energy
debt and we are way behind on the payments.

Could you live without it if need be? If you can’t
that’s fine, you’re not alone. But there are ways to
wean off it if you find yourself trapped in the coffee cycle. Start by reducing the amount you have by
a quarter cup each day. Keep reducing the amount
until you can go a whole day without a cup of coffee.
Here are a few tips you can incorporate into your
day, minus the java:
Check on Your Sleep: This may sound like an
obvious one but sleep is a very underrated source
for better energy. Yes, we are always trying to get
that eight-hour mark but better yet start to get to
sleep earlier to take advantage of the quality hours
of the night.
Drink More Water: Surprisingly many of us are
walking around mildly dehydrated. This can have
a major impact on our energy levels. Our blood is
mostly made up of water, and even a slight dip in
hydration has been shown to cause our blood to run
a little sluggish.
Skip the Sugar: Easier said than done I’m sure,
but sugar has snuck its way into so many food products that we are consuming more sugar now than
ever. This is causing huge spikes in our blood sugar levels, which is causing a dramatic effect on our
energy output. What goes up must come down, and
that usually results in big sugar crash.
Get Moving: An object in motion tends to stay
in motion. Exercise and movement gets our blood
flowing and heart pumping. This results in more
oxygen flow to our body, which allows us more
energy to do the work. Not only that, exercise helps
improve our feel good hormones, resulting in better
moods and more energy.
Enjoy your coffee, but be mindful of how that
cup of joe could be negatively affecting you. Balance things out with some of these takeaways and
keep sustained energy throughout the day.
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H ISTORY >> by Thomas McGann

Wolcott Gibbs – Fire Island Mellows a Curmudgeon
“BACKWARD RAN SENTENCES until reeled the with Fire Island with her too. “I am a child of the
mind,” reads Wolcott Gibbs’ parody of Time maga- sun, and in the summer I am happy, singing from
zine, an article that is still highly touted, so much so morning till night, but when it gets cold I die.” She
that it tends to obscure much of what else he wrote, never responded, of course.
and write he did. Gibbs concluded his lampoon,
He was a successful writer. In his role as a crit“Where it all will end, knows God!”
ic, he wrote the most succinct review of a play ever.
Gibbs wrote for The New Yorker from 1927 The play was called “Wham!” and his critique was
until his death in 1958. He was an editor,
a theatre critic, an author of short stories,
a Broadway playwright, a humorist with a
wicked wit, and he was a Fire Islander.
He was also a condescending curmudgeon, an unhappy boy who grew into a less
happy man. He came from a family that once
had bucks but then had none, a family that
fought to protect its highbrow pedigree. He
was named after Oliver Wolcott, a signer of
the Declaration of Independence, and also a
direct descendant of Martin Van Buren, president of the United States. But then his father
had to go and die on him when he was only 6,
and his mother lost custody of her own children because she was a drunk, so he and his
sister were raised by a bachelor uncle who
never settled down, took them everywhere
and nowhere. If only he’d gone to college!
Wolcott Gibbs in his prime. (Photographer unidentified)
He complained so often his friends threatened to raise enough money to send him to Yale for “Ouch!” Another oft quoted review was of William
a weekend just to shut him up. No wonder Gibbs Saroyan’s “The Beautiful People.” Gibbs opened by
became known for his disdain of his fellow man, and describing “a set that might have been executed by
for his cheeky rudeness. He once wrote, “I wonder if Salvador Dali, needing, in fact, only a rubbery watch
there is something the matter with me that I can’t like and a couple of lamb chops.” But writing reviews,
anybody for long.” He was never happy – never hap- even for plays on Broadway, he shook his head, was
no way for a serious writer to make a living.
py, that is, except on Fire Island.
Oh yeah, there was his Broadway play, “SeaHe found Fire Island as a child, sailing over one
day with some cousins and that was it. It was like son in the Sun.” It was an accumulation of his stofalling in love with the perfect woman, not that that ries written for The New Yorker, about, yep, you
guessed it, Fire Island. It ran
ever happened to him of course.
for 10 months – not bad. Not
He was married three times.
“Guys and Dolls,” mind you,
First time was a hit with a Miss
but counting money is so
too young – neither of them
boorish anyway.
ever spoke of it afterwards. SecGiants of his time heaped
ond time he was already a danpraise. E.B. White (author
dy-drudge with damaged dreams.
of “Charlotte’s Web”) wrote,
Three years of marriage hell until
“Professionally ambidextrous:
she threatened to jump out the
a natural editor, a prolific and
17th story window; he told her
good and versatile writer –
to go ahead and she did. Third
gifts rarely combined in one
time’s a charm it’s said. Well,
person.” Harold Ross, foundcertainly not charmed for Gibbs.
er of The New Yorker said,
Maybe he and Elinor loved each
“Maybe he doesn’t like anyother, but then again maybe not.
thing, but he can do everyThey sure loved getting sloshed
thing.” P.G. Wodehouse (“My
together and get sloshed they did.
Man Jeeves”) considered
His one true love, the novelist
The New Yorker “the dullest
Nancy Hale, had to be a married
bloody thing ever published
woman, of course, with a son The first edition book jacket of “Season
in
the
Sun”
was
illustrated
by
his
friend,
… except for Wolcott Gibbs.”
of her own. The affair was brief
In admiration of his nasty wit(she broke it off, of course), but artist Charles Adams.
ticisms James Thurber (author
he continued to write love notes
for years. “I am never going to be in love with any- of “The Secret Life of Walter Mitty”) wrote, “When
body but you,” he wrote, “and I suppose I might as Wolcott Gibbs set out to do ‘a job’ on a profile subject,
well get used to the idea in spite of all the nervous he brought out a fine array of surgical instruments, a
breakdowns it gives me.” He shared his love affair rapier, and a pearl-handled blackjack.”
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Gibbs was good for a few hours at a party, not
that he enjoyed parties – hated them – all that mixing with his inferiors, most of whom did not possess
enough manners to leave him to his booze. He hated introductions “obliging him to know people he
would rather avoid.” “Every man seems threatening to become my brother or better,” he complained.
Didn’t anyone read Emily Post anymore, for
chrissakes? A couple of hours of free-flowing booze and he was liquefied. His friends
would pour him into the backseat of a taxi
for the black-out home. The only problem
was putting all the disconnected memories
back together again the next day. His insults,
he remembered, were always the acme, were
never banal. He left that to lesser men.
Fire Island was the only lady who ever
made him happy – yes, happy. “I’m in love
with the goddamn beach!” he crowed. He
loved the sun and the sand, cigarettes, and
martinis. He would mix a shaker full, take
it to the beach and bury it up to its neck in
the sand. He’d lie in the sun, chain-smoking
cigarettes, and drinking of course. He’d sunbathe all day, tanning his skin, and bleaching
his hair. Russell Maloney, one of his drinking buddies, remarked that Gibbs looked
like a “photographic negative” of himself, which, of
course, he was. But at least the island made him happy. A curmudgeon mellowed by Fire Island.
He even started a local paper, The Fire Islander, where he tempered his sardonic edge with, dare
it be said, almost sunny copy. He enlisted his comrades from The New Yorker in his new endeavor.
Got them to write pieces for his baby. Never paid
them, of course, but he would take them out to
lunch occasionally.
His paper was genuinely concerned about his
island – ever so serious about it. The dunes! The
dunes were crucial to the stability of the beach. And
tennis courts were a great idea. Good exercise before
hitting the beach with the booze and the butts. Had
to put an end to those low flying military jets too,
pilots with their stiff erections blasting across the
broken-blue skies of his island. Didn’t they realize
they were ruining it for everyone?
He ran the paper for three years, but was fading
away. His writing “was wearing very thin,” he admitted. He’d lost it. He sold the paper to some local boys
(did he or didn’t he?) promising he, and his executives, would toss a piece or two their way just for old
time’s sake. “Beyond that,” he wrote, “[I am] as dead
as so many dinosaurs. It may be just as well.”
Gibbs died on Fire Island. Elinor found him dead
in bed, an advance copy of his latest book open on
his chest, a cigarette dangling between his fingers.
The doctor faked an autopsy because Elinor was
afraid it was a suicide.
Wolcott Gibbs was gone. He was 56.
John O’Hara remarked, “...he is all the proof you
need that things do not even up in the end. They never evened up for him.” Where it all ended knows God.
At least Fire Island had made him happy. He
loved this goddamn island.
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BO OK R E V I EW >> by Rita Plush

“Long Island and World War I”
By Richard F. Welch
Non-fiction, Arcadia Press $21.99
AN ENTHUSIASTIC STUDENT of World War I,
the book’s author Richard F. Welch went on to earn
a doctorate in American history. His interest came
full circle when he signed on as curator of the 2017
centennial exhibition of World War I, sponsored by
the Suffolk County Historical Society, and decided to further his research and turn the project into a
book. Readers will be glad he did.
If fun and sun come
to mind at the mention
of Long Island there’s
good reason for it, its
unspoiled beaches rank
among the most beautiful in the U.S. But
during World War I the
shores of Nassau and
Suffolk counties were
no day at the beach.
Long Islanders kept
more serious company then, producing
everything from torpedoes, to observation
balloons, to training
Home Guards (men
too old to serve in the
armed forces but who
could help at home)
in their efforts to serve
their nation.
“In Long Island and
World War I,” author/
historian, Welch, a
native Long Islander, explains the area’s
gradual support of the
different relief agencies, to doubling down
its efforts and marshaling its citizens and resources,
when the conflict in Europe escalated.
In order to feed the troops both over here and over
there, farmers and citizens alike were encouraged to
“Plant, Plant, Plant.” The counties set up local canneries and the village of Stony Brook, notes the author’s
careful research, sent 20,000 pounds of jam to France.
Patriotism was surely in the air, but should citizens object to the U.S. breaking diplomatic relations
with Germany and entering the war, former President
Theodore Roosevelt was on hand to press upon young
recruits the value of “manhood and courage.” Men
who were unwilling to be soldiers were sissies and
not entitled to vote.
Soldiering aside, in 1918, women were picketing
the White House with their own call to arms. Editorials such as the one in Huntington’s Long Islander
stating the fact that “women are just as patriotic,
filled with as high ideals, understand the vital political issues of the day and the country’s needs, and
are making just as great sacrifices as the men for the
welfare of the nation,” helped millions of American
women make for the polls.

As more young men entered the armed forces, Long Island boasted 16 new training centers
“constructed out of scratch” to prepare recruits for
overseas combat. Camp Upton in Yaphank was the
largest, and was used as a convalescent and rehabilitation hospital for wounded veterans after the war
and again after World War II. It later became the
site of the Brookhaven National Laboratory.
If you ever thought your ride on the Long Island
Rail Road was crowded, back then you might have
shared your commute with torpedoes. Shipped from
Brooklyn, they were sent to Sag Harbor via the railroad and loaded onto
launches for testing
in Noyac and Shelter Island Bay. But it
wasn’t all work and no
play for the trainees
Nearby
restaurants, movie theaters
and hotels welcomed
the young recruits
and the business they
brought with them.
Most of them, away
from home for the
first time, their excessive drinking and the
character of
“the
visitors” with whom
they came in contact
worried army officials. There were
raids, and the “comely proprietress” of
the White Oak Inn in
Medford was arrested
for selling liquor to
the soldiers. She was
sentenced to 30 days
in jail for the offense.
(It was against the
law then to serve or
sell servicemen alcohol.) Spirits and fast company
were not the only challenges some recruits faced,
author Welch points out.
Segregation in the military was still very much
an issue during the First World War, and this book
does not shy away from it. However this history
on Long Island also notes that in spite of segregation there were blacks who advanced, and in 1918,
Albert W. Sells, a Stony Brook resident, wrote to a
friend, “I am one of the first colored officers made
out of the ranks.”
Once the war was over, Long Island took care
of its own. Branches of the Bureau of Returning
Soldiers were set up throughout the region, helping
train and find jobs for the veterans. Freeport founded the Social Welfare Association of Nassau County
to assist the injured or maimed who had given over
and beyond to their country.
Both military and Long Island history enthusiasts alike will enjoy the information this concise,
yet detailed volume has to offer. Its publication as
we approach the century milestone of the conclusion of World War 1 is most timely indeed.
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Beach Extreme Close-up By Lauren Stevens
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SH O PPIN G A R OUN D >>

 aria Negron, owner of Pride Embroidery in Bay Shore. Embroidery, silk screening, promoM
tional items, personalized gifts and even custom tailoring can all be found at this local
business that began as a kiosk in the mall and moved to Main Street in 2007. (Photo by
Lorna Luniewski)

Share the LOVE! (Photo by Lauren Chenault)

 issing in front of Matty’s Gourmet Market? Perhaps you too will feel inspired after reading
K
our dining review on page 39. (Photo by Shoshanna McCollum)

Christmas is only 130 days away. Check out the island inspired holiday
ornaments at Kline’s. (Photo by Lauren Chenault)
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D IRECTOR Y >>
APPAREL

BUSINESS SERVICES

East Islip Lumber
East Islip | 631-581-1869
www.eilumber.com

The Dinghy Shop
Amityville | 631-264-0005
www.dinghyshop.com

Corliss on the Bay
Fair Harbor | 631-583-5115
www.corlissonthebay.com

CARTING

Jim Gray
General Contractor
Ocean Beach | 631-848-9876

PRINTING SERVICES

ARCHITECTS

Sit Back & Relax
Brightwaters | 631-968-7929

K-Mac Electric
Ocean Beach | 631-583-8130
www.kmacelectric.com

PROPANE

Loduca Associates
Blue Point | 631-567-3144
www.loducagc.com

REAL ESTATE

Kline’s
Ocean Beach | 631-583-5333

Busch Associates
Bay Shore | 631-969-0900
www.buschassociatespc.com
Constantine Karalis
Brooklyn | 718-855-1813
www.karalisarchitect.com
Eric Schiller
New York | 917-886-6055
www.eric-schiller.com

AUTOMOTIVE

Fast Track Car Service
Bohemia | 631-750-3666
www.fasttrackcarservice.com

Paychex Payroll Services
631-360-2700 ext. 5146422

Stang Carting
Ocean Beach | 631-567-7792

CHURCH

Free Union Church
Ocean Beach | 631-680-8074
www.freeunionchurch.org

COUNSELING

Advanced Counseling Assoc.
Bay Shore | 631-647-9009
www.advancedcounselingassociates.com

DANCE CLUBS

Mars Auto Parts, Delivery
Bay Shore | 631-665-0890
www.marsauto.net

AquaLounge @ Pool Deck
Blue Whale
Pavilion
Sip n Twirl
Fire Island Pines
www.pinesFI.com

Molina and Rudden
Brightwaters | 631-968-2840
www.molinarudden.com

Maguire’s
Ocean Beach | 631-583-8800
www.maguiresbayfrontrestaurant.com

BAKERIES

DELI/MARKETS

L & F Breads, Delivery
Fire Island | 631-374-4617
www.lfbreads.com

Frank and Maria’s
Bay Shore | 631-665-0047
www.frankandmarias.com

Rachel’s Restaurant & Bakery
Ocean Beach | 631-583-9552
www.rachelsfireisland.com

Island Pantry
Ocean Bay Park | 631-583-6300

BAIT & TACKLE

Ocean Beach Surf & Sport
Ocean Beach | 631-583-0196
www.oceanbeachsurf.com

BEAUTY SALON

Soho Urban Wax & Boutique
Islip | 631-650-6360
www.sohourbanwax.com

BEER DISTRIBUTOR
Beverage Barn
Bay Shore | 631-665-0320
www.beveragebarnstores.com
Islip Cold Beer & Beverage
Islip | 631-581-0280
www.islipcoldbeer.com

BICYCLES

Babylon Bike Shop
Babylon | 631-587-6709
www.babylonbikeshop.com
Corliss on the Bay
Fair Harbor | 631-583-5115
www.corlissonthebay.com
Ocean Beach Hardware
Ocean Beach | 631-583-5826
Ocean Beach Surf & Sport
Ocean Beach | 631-583-0196
www.oceanbeachsurf.com
The Bike Shop
Ocean Bay Park | 631-583-5111
Your Trike Spirit
Deer Park | 631-392-1344
www.yourtrikespirit.com

BOAT TOURS

Captree Princess
Bay Shore | 631-404-6817
www.captreeprincess.com
Fire Island Rentals & Charters
631-252-3964
Lauren Kristy
Bay Shore | 631-750-5359
www.laurenkristy.net

Matty’s Gourmet Market
Ocean Beach | 631-583-8023
www.matthewsseafood.com
The Pantry
Ocean Beach, Delivery
631-583-SHOP (7467)

GIFTS & SOUVENIRS
Gemaginations
Brightwaters | 631-666-4181

Kline’s
Ocean Beach | 631-583-5333
Pride Embroidery
Bay Shore | 631-968-7800
www.pridesembroidery.com
Willy Nilly Trading Company
Bay Shore | 631-665-5510
www.willynillytrading.com

Lighthouse Mechanical Services
Ocean Beach | 631-583-6500
Love the Plumber
631-583-5612
SGM Interiors
631-335-7809
sgminteriors950@gmail.com
Vannoni Construction
Ocean Beach | 631-583-5271

INSURANCE

RESTAURANTS

Lloyd’s Planning, LLC
631-583-7253 | 212-689-0431
www.lloydsplanningllc.com
State Farm Insurance
Rich Mohan
Mohegan Lake | 914-528-1212

LANDSCAPING

Property Maintenance Specialists
631-968-7929
Sit Back & Relax
Brightwaters | 631-968-7929

LIQUOR & WINE
Grapes & Greens,
Wine Imports & Distribution
631-803-3145
www.grapesandgreens.com
J&J Spirit Shop, Delivery
Sayville | 631-589-0078
www.Jandj-spiritshop.com
Family Liquor & Wine, Delivery
Bay Shore | 631-231-8888

MAIL & SHIPPING
MEDICAL/HOSPITAL
Healthcare Wellness Center
Bay Shore | 631-665-1666
www.healthcarewellness.org

Northwell Health
Ocean Beach | 631-583-8548
Northwell Health
Cherry Grove | 631-597-6767

Hudlz
www.hudlz.net

Northwell Southside Hospital
Bay Shore | 631-968-3000

HOME BUILDING/
IMPROVEMENTS/
REPAIRS

MUSEUM

Brownie Companies/Construction
631-605-0494
www.nyhouselifting.com
Cernilli Home Remodeling
Copiague | 631-445-7775
www.cernilliconstruction.com
Conrad’s Plumbing & Gas
Ocean Beach | 631-583-5750

Dawn Meade
Ocean Beach
631-583-7639 | 631-583-7790

Netter Real Estate
West Islip | 631-661-5100
www.netterrealestate.com

HEALTH & WELLNESS

Healthcare Wellness Center
Bay Shore | 631-665-1666
www.healthcarewellness.org

Dana Wallace Real Estate
Ocean Beach | 631-583-5596 | 631-583-5653
www.realestateonfireisland.com

Palms Hotel
Ocean Beach | 631-583-8870
www.palmshotelfireisland.com

United States Postal Service
Ocean Beach | 631-583-7368

Dr. Jessica Goodrich
New York, NY / Seaview | 646-623-1199
www.drjessicagoodrich.com

Cherveny Real Estate
Ocean Beach | 631-583-8718
www.chervenyrealestate.com

HOTELS

HARDWARE

Amavi Med Spa
Bay Shore | 631-665-3535
www.amavimedspa.com

Ocean Beach Hardware
Ocean Beach | 631-583-5826

Debra Goldsmith
Fire Island | 631-583-0435
www.debragoldsmithrealestate.com

Main Street Discount
Wine & Liquors
Bay Shore | 631-665-4985

Ocean Beach Hardware
Ocean Beach | 631-583-5826

Sir Speedy
Bay Shore | 631-666-0900

Downton Abbey: The Exhibition
New York | 866-811-4111
www.downtonexhibition.com

PADDLEBOARD/
KAYAK/SAILING
Ocean Beach Surf & Sport
Ocean Beach | 631-583-0196
www.oceanbeachsurf.com

Beach Street Pizza
Ocean Bay Park | 631-583-8498
Castaway Bar & Grill
Ocean Beach | 631-583-0330
Cherry Grove Pizza and Restaurant
Cherry Grove | 631-597-6767
CJ’s Restaurant & Bar
Ocean Beach | 631-583-9890
Housers Bar
Ocean Beach | 631-583-7805
www.housershotel.com/housers-bar/
Maguire’s
Ocean Beach | 631-583-8800
www.maguiresbayfrontrestaurant.com
Pines Pizza
FI Pines | 631-597-3597
www.pizzainthepines.com
Rachel’s Restaurant & Bakery
Ocean Beach | 631-583-9552
www.rachelsfireisland.com
Rockwell Group (NYS Restaurant Assoc.)
Farmingdale | 516-454-6364
Schooner Inn
Ocean Bay Park | 631-583-8498
The Hideaway Baywalk
Ocean Beach | 631-583-5929
The LakeHouse
Bay Shore | 631-666-0995
The Landing
Ocean Beach | 631-583-5800

SYNAGOGUE

Fire Island Synagogue
Seaview | 203-273-9297
www.fireislandsynagogue.org

THEATER

Community House Theatre
Cherry Grove | www.artsprojectcg.org

TRANSPORTATION
Fast Track Car Service
Bohemia | 631-750-3666
www.fasttrackcarservice.com
Fire Island Ferries
Bay Shore | 631-665-3600
www.fireislandferries.com

VETERINARY SERVICES
Veterinary Medical Center of Long Island
West Islip | 631-587-0800
www.vmcli.com

Routine Dental Care
for Your Pet
DENTAL CARE IS IMPORTANT for the overall health of pets, just as it
is for people. At the Veterinary Medical Center of Long Island we treat
periodontal disease extensively, which in many cases is preventable with
a daily dental hygiene regiment for your pet. Periodontal Disease refers
to the breakdown of the support structures around the tooth and this is
unfortunately extremely common in pets. By the age of 2, approximately
80 percent of dogs and 70 percent of cats will have periodontal disease.
Periodontal disease occurs in stages. In the earliest stage, called gingivitis, the gums are inflamed. This stage of the disease is reversible, so it
is important to identify and treat the disease before it progresses. In this
stage, only the gums are affected. So setting up a daily hygiene ritual with
your pet early will help proactively address these issues timely, and avoid
invasive and unnecessary expense later.
When periodontal disease progresses beyond what is reversible, the
bone and ligament that surrounds the teeth are affected. Even though
periodontal disease at this state is not reversible, the progression can be
slowed with regular home care and professional cleanings under general
anesthesia every six to 12 months.
Small breed dogs, brachycephalic breeds (animals with short noses), and cats should have their teeth examined and cleaned once a year.
Smaller breeds have the same number of teeth as their larger counterparts,
but crowded into smaller mouths. This crowding can pave the way for
periodontal disease. Large breed dogs should have their teeth examined
and cleaned every 12 to 24 months as a general rule. However each
patient will have their own specific needs and your veterinarian will be
the best person to consult about your pet.
The procedure for cleaning teeth is much the same for people and pets.
Each tooth is examined and probed, and X-rays of the full mouth are taken
to get a clear picture of what is going on. However unlike a routine dentist
visit for a person, a veterinary dental cleaning is performed while the animal is under general anesthesia with the airway protected. This is the only
safe way to have your pets teeth properly examined and tended too.
Because prevention is key for a pet’s dental health, it is recommended
that owners brush their pet’s teeth to help prevent periodontal disease. The
important part about brushing is that it needs to be consistent; brushing
daily is best. Of course, your pet also has to be willing to let you brush his
or her teeth. It’s very important that the pet enjoys tooth brushing; a negative
experience will not be helpful to establishing a routine. Starting young and
being patient to allow your pet to get used to the experience gradually is
important. Let them lick some pet recommended toothpaste from your finger to start off. This will make them feel like they are getting a special treat.
Only toothpaste marketed for pets should be used. Human toothpastes
contain fluoride, which can be toxic to pets when ingested. Since pets are
living longer today, dental care is imperative to help improve an animal’s
quality of life by promoting a pain-free mouth.
For more information about dental care for pets, contact your family
veterinarian and follow the recommendations for safe dental care products found on the website of the Veterinary Oral Health Council. If your
pet should require the care of a board certified veterinary dentist, the Veterinary Medical Center of Long Island provides specialty and emergency
care for your treasured companion. We are open 24 hours a day, 365 days
a year. For more information about any of our services, please visit us on
the web at www.VMCLI.com or call 631-587-0800 and speak to any of
our helpful client care coordinators.
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A Day in the Life of Fire Island
Reader Contributed Photographs

August in Yellow
and Orange
Dramatic weather this summer seems
to have inspired a trend in our reader
contributor photos this issue.

We have only one issue left to go in the 2018 season. Don’t delay if you want to send
photos. Email your photos* to editor@fireisland-news.com so they may be considered
for publication in an upcoming issue of Fire Island News. Please limit submission to
six images per news cycle, in jpeg format please.
*Any submitted drone images must comply with FAA regulations concerning their use
within national park jurisdiction, while posing no risk to pedestrians, wildlife, or property
in taking said image. Fire Island News reserves the right not to publish any photograph
we suspect is in violation of these rules.

Post-deluge rose by Rachelle King.

August sunset by Natalie Schrier.

While Bridgehenge was rained out this year,
Bruce Lorenz captured “Treehenge” quite well.

Nesting ospreys near Smith Point. Curious? Stay tuned for more about them next
issue! (Photo by Dominick Licata)
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2- nights $599*

Home of the
Rocket Fuel

]

PACKAGE FOR TWO INCLUDES:
$50 CJ’S GIFT CARD,
WATER TAXI RIDE & ADMISSION TO
FIRE ISLAND LIGHTHOUSE
* Available Sun.–Wed., thru Aug. 22, 2018
Package is subject to availability,
can change anytime and cannot be combined with other offers.

The Palms Hotel Fire Island | 168 Cottage Walk, Ocean Beach, New York | 631.583.8870

PALMSHOTELFIREISLAND.COM
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We’re spending the summer right
here with you, in case you need us

Northwell Health Physician Partners Immediate Care
Centers are providing expert healthcare on Fire Island.
Our dedicated team offers
comprehensive, onsite, quality
treatment for nonlife-threatening
illnesses and injuries. In emergency
situations, transport to Southside
Hospital is arranged. Southside
Hospital is one of Northwell Health’s
premier tertiary hospitals and
trauma centers.

Easy access

504 Bayberry Walk, Ocean Beach, New York 11770
(631) 583-8548
153 Doctors Walk, Cherry Grove, New York 11782
(631) 597-6767
Most insurance accepted

Walk-in hours
Monday – Friday
Weekends

9am – 11am; 4pm – 6pm
9am – 12pm; 3pm – 6pm

Serving the community
June 1 through September 3
Northwell Health Physician Partners is the dedicated team of physicians and staff
employed by Northwell Health. Experts in over 100 specialties, we work together as
a medical group practice using Northwell Health’s unique resources and research.
Committed to providing the best in compassionate care, informed by the most current
advances in medicine, we continuously raise the standard of care for our patients and
their families. Visit us at Northwell.edu/PhysicianPartners.

